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THE BG NEWS 
Friday, October 18,1985 
Detroit bound 
The Falcon Marching Band will be busy this weekend. They'll play 
at the hockey game against Lake Superior State College on Friday 
night, at the home football game against Central Michigan on 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Saturday, and then for the Detroit Lions-San Francisco 49er's 
game on Sunday. Richard Will, senior music education major, 
practiced on his mellophone yesterday to get ready. 
Official urges 
Conrail study 
Delay in sale suggested 
Program to help rural areas 
Colleges to advise governments 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Small local governments in 
Northwest Ohio will soon be able 
to come to the University when 
they have a problem or need 
some help. 
Tlie University, Ohio Univer- 
sity and Miami University are 
participating in the Rural Uni- 
versities Projects Program, de- 
signed to provide assistance and 
advice to governments in small 
cities, villages and townships in 
Northwest Ohio. 
The program is administered 
locally by the University's pub- 
lic administration program, 
part of the Political Science De- 
partment. Public administra- 
tion   programs   here   and  at 
Miami, and the Institute for 
Local Government Administra- 
tion at OU, will each receive 
$58,950 a year for two years from 
the Ohio Board of Regents to run 
their programs, said D.S. Chau- 
han, director of the University's 
public administration program. 
Chauhan said the program, 
which is still in the final plan- 
ning stages and is expected to 
start "shortly," will provide 
University faculty and students 
opportunity for applied research 
and field experience in public 
administration problems, while 
offering technical assistance 
and information to small cities 
and rural governments. Outside 
assistance and funding for re- 
search will also be sought, he 
said. 
Olscamp: Campaign 
may bring recognition, 
money to University 
by Nancy Bostwtck 
staff reporter 
With a goal of earning $12.5 
million by 1967. the 75th Anni- 
versary Fund Campaign should 
bring more than just money to 
the university. 
The campaign, to be officially 
started Nov. 10, is part of the 
attempt to increase national rec- 
ognition of the University, 
according to University Presi- 
dent Paul Olscamp. 
"I think there's a broad vari- 
ety of benefits as you become 
better known," he said. 
To help in reaching the goals 
of the campaign, Olscamp will 
be soliciting funds from various 
corporations and Alumni Asso- 
ciation chapters across the na- 
tion, he said. Chicago, Denver, 
Los Angeles, Seattle and Hous- 
ton are among the cities he will 
visit. 
Olscamp and other members 
of University aclministratlon 
will present films of recent foot- 
ball and hockey victories and a 
slide presentation about the Uni- 
versity as part of the campaign, 
he said. 
PLANNING FOR the cam- 
paign began about a year ago, 
more than 30 percent of the 
anticipated goal has been 
raised, he said. 
The money will be divided 
with $5 million going to annual 
projects, $2 million for special 
projects and equipment, $3.5 
million for an endowment fund 
and $2 million for research cen- 
ters and institutes. 
The campaign is part of many 
projects aimed at increasing 
awareness of what the Univer- 
sity has to offer, Olscamp 
"We're making an intensive 
effort to get the good news out. 
Everywhere I go, people know 
where Bowling Green State Uni- 
versity is," he said. 
The success of University ath- 
letic teams has also contributed 
to heightening awareness of the 
Unviersity, but the credit is not 
limited there, he said. 
During the last year more 
than 500 stories about the Uni- 
versity appeared on Associated 
Press ana United Press Interna- 
tional news wires, 
Joining 143 of the nation's 
leading colleges and universities 
in the National Association of 
State Universities and Land 
Grant Colleges has also in- 
creased recognition. 
Faculty research has in- 
creased dramatically in quality 
and quantity over the past few 
years, due in part to administra- 
tive incentives, such as merit 
pay, Olscamp said. 
AND ALL of this means in- 
creased improvement for the 
University, he said. 
National recognition can lead 
to more outside grants and con- 
tracts for faculty research, with 
more faculty being invited to 
other universities to present 
findings on their research. 
Increased recognition can also 
bring in more graduate students 
of aihlgher caliber and visiting 
scholars, Olscamp said. 
National and international 
recognition will also enhance 
student Job opportunities, he 
said. 
FACULTY MEMBERS par- 
ticipating in the program, not 
necessarily limited to public ad- 
ministration faculty, will re- 
search problems local 
governments are having on a 
need basis, Chauhan said. Uni- 
versity students will be avail- 
able as interns, gaining 
internship credit in their respec- 
tive fields of political science 
while helping out the govern- 
ments, he added. 
Two advisory committees, one 
made up of professors in differ- 
ent programs who can contrib- 
ute to the program and the other 
made up of representatives of 
client governments, will assist 
the faculty in running the pro- 
gram. Chauhan said local state 
legislators will be invited to 
serve on the second committee. 
The program will make use of 
faculty members in other de- 
partments as their experience is 
needed and will probably work 
with outside agencies such as 
the Toledo Metropolitan Area 
Council of Governments, Chau- 
han said. 
The program is designed to 
assist the areas not covered by 
the Urban Universities Projects 
Program, which was started in 
1979, Chauhan said. The rural 
Sirogram will provide assistance 
or governments of communities 
with less than 60,000 people, 
including small city, village and 
township governments. 
"BG was one of the constitu- 
encies left out (of the urban 
universities program)," Chau- 
han said. Other universities left 
out were OU, Miami and Kent 
State. 
"Kent had a little more lever- 
age and could break into the pot 
which was part of the urban 
universities program," he said. 
Representatives of the three 
remaining universities met in 
Kent in August 1980 and dis- 
cussed what was at first called a 
"small local government man- 
agement program." Legislation 
supporting the program, spon- 
sored by two state legislators, 
passed the Ohio House of Rep- 
resentatives but the program 
did not receive appropriate 
funding. 
The Board of Regents 
awarded the money this year 
after Mark Weinberg, an OU 
professor, asked for a direct 
appropriation instead of legis- 
lation, Chauhan said. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
federal government should 
"leave Conrail alone for now" 
and not rush headlong into sell- 
ing the railroad to Norfolk 
Southern Corp., Ohio Attorney 
General Anthony Celebrezze 
told Congress yesterday. 
Celebrezze made his remarks 
in testimony before the House 
Judiciary monopolies subcom- 
mittee, which is reviewing any 
antitrust implications of the pro- 
posed merger of the railroads. 
"My feeling is that we should 
let Conrail operate for the time 
being as it is now," Celebrezze 
told the subcommittee. "And I 
think we should take the time to 
study all of these proposals very 
carefully using the normal pro- 
cedure for analyzing mergers." 
The Reagan administration is 
supporting the sale of Conrail to 
Norfolk Southern for $1.2 billion. 
However, an alternate proposal 
by a group of independent inves- 
tors headed by the Morgan Stan- 
ley investment firm of New 
York is being pushed by Rep. 
Dennis Eckart, DOhio, and has 
been endorsed by Ohio Gov. 
Richard Celeste. 
ASKED AFTER the hearing 
whether he parted company 
with Celeste over the disposition 
of Conrail, Celebrezze said he 
had no objection to consider- 
ation of other proposals once the 
Norfolk Southern plan is thor- 
oughly reviewed. 
"Down the road, I think we 
can still consider that plan," 
Celebrezze said of the Morgan 
Stanley proposal. "But for right 
now, I feel very strongly that we 
shouldn't rush into something. 
Once you do away with a rail- 
road, that's permanent." 
Celebrezze told the subcom- 
mittee that the Justice Depart- 
ment's analysis of antitrust 
implications of the Norfolk 
Southern plan was inadequate, 
limited to a series of "deficient 
and abbreviated tests." The de- 
partment would have discov- 
ered nine additional Ohio 
counties adversely affected by 
the merger had the standard 
approach been used, he said. 
Those counties include Allen, 
Marion, Franklin, Muskingum, 
Summit, Wyandot, Hamilton, 
Harrison and Hancock. 
Celebrezze also said the 
merger would place 65 percent 
of Ohio rail revenues in the 
hands of one railroad and lead to 
a greater potential for the even- 
tual existence of only one rail- 
road in the state. 
"I JUST think it's a big mis- 
take to do away with a viable 
railroad and create the type of 
competitive edge they (Norfolk 
Southern) would have," he said. 
Illinois Attorney General Neil 
Hartigan said it would be a 
"tragic error" for Congress to 
allow the merger, which would 
affect 1 600 to 3,000 jobs in Illi- 
nois and result in $170 million in 
lost revenue. 
' "The effects would be disaster 
in Illinois in every section of the 
state," Hartigan said. 
Pennsylvania Attorney Gen- 
eral Leroy Zimmerman said the 
proposal is anticompetitive and 
would require the northeastern 
United States to "pay a cruel 
economic price" in lost jobs. 
Regulation stalls 
runway extension 
The proposed extension of the 
north-south runway at Wood 
County Airport is being tempo- 
rarily delayed, according to 
Hoot Gibson, airport manager. 
The delay is over a technical- 
ity and does not pose any real 
problems, Gibson said. 
In order to comply with Fed- 
eral Aviation Administration re- 
quirements, a clump of trees 
near the end of the runway has 
to be cut down. Before that can 
be done, the airport has to buy 
the property containing the 
trees, Gibson said. 
Because the owner of the 
property died recently, the air- 
port authority has to wait for the 
estate to clear, Gibson ex- 
plained. 
"Since we are a county entity, 
we have the right of eminent 
domain. We just have to go 
through the formality of acquir- 
ing the property," Gibson said. 
"It's a friendly arrangement, 
not really a problem." 
Dan Red din, president of the 
airport authority, said that be- 
cause funds from a federal grant 
are being used to pay for the 
property, an appraiser must 
first appraise the value of the 
real estate. 
"There shouldn't be any sig- 
nificant delay," Reddin said.^t 
(the appraisal) is a common 
procedure." 
Fans put to the test tomorrow 
According to the Bowling Green football 
schedule, the season is 11 games long. 
But Falcon football fans have a rare 
opportunity this year. They can see an 
entire season in one afternoon. 
Ill bet most people would guess I'm 
thinking about the Toledo game. Nothing 
could be farther from the truth. 
Actually, BG's hopes for a Mid- 
American Conference title and the trip to 
Fresno that goes with it will depend, not on 
BG's current 6-0 record, or on the 
remaining five games, but on the outcome 
of tomorrow's contest with Central 
Michigan. That mere 60 minutes on the 
gridiron will decide whether BG will be 
bowl-bound. 
A major problem is that most BG fans 
dont realize just how important this game 
is to the Falcons' title hopes. After 
drawing over 20.000 fans for the first two 
home games, I fear that Falcon fans will 
not be out in full force for this, the most 
important game of the season. 
The worst part is, the fans could be the 
difference in this crucial contest. 
TAKE LAST year for example. For 
freshmen and those short of memory, a 
CMU school attendance record was set in 
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.'s Kelly/Short 
Stadium. Those fans that couldn't get a 
ticket for the sold out contest crowded onto 
an adjoining hillside to catch glimpses of 
the game. 
The Chippewa fans were clearly a factor 
in the game, creating enough noise and 
motion during the pre-game band show to 
get the stands rocking to the beat. During 
the game was no exception, the deafening 
roar of the crowd encouraged the home 
team and made the Falcons feel as 
unwanted as a cat in a bird cage. 
The most impressive thing about the 
crowd was their execution of "the Wave." 
Not only did they accomplish it, they 
perfected it. They could start off at a crawl 
and the wave would build momentum as it 
whipped around the stadium, changing 
speed on a signal from a cheerleader. 
The Chips rewarded over 22,000 faithful 
by trouncing the Falcons 42-21. 
Tomorrow is BG's chance to even the 
score, but mention CMU in Falcon 
territory and most Falcon fans give a 
bewildered look. Interesting questions pop 
up. 
To answer a few, no they're not in last 
place, they aren't winless and, yes, they 
have a good chance of winning tomorrow. 
"ITS A mystery to me why people pick 
out Central as a team not to know anything 
about. They have such a good team and a 
great record," BG head coach Denny Stolz 
said. 
I doubt if two teams could be more 
evenly matched than CMU and BG. Both 
are undefeated, both are near conference 
leaders in every team category and both 
won their biggest non-conference game (BG topped Kentucky and CMU edged 
Pacific). 
The Chippewas have been moving the 
ball on offense, ranking second behind BG 
in the MAC, although their point 
production is slightly down from last year. 
Their defense, on the other hand, has 
consistently stonewalled opponents. 
The Falcons have been igniting the 
scoreboard with back-to-back 40 plus point 
games. And while the BG defense has not 
been exceptionally stingy as far as yards, 
it has surrendered few yards. 
Sure, you've heard that story before. 
Western Michigan's defense was supposed 
to be tough and BG drilled them for 48 
points. Then there was Eastern who was 
so much improved and the Falcons piled 
up 42 points. 
ONE MAJOR difference is that BG has 
always had success against EMU and 
WMU. The same cannot be said for the 
Chippewas. 
While BG holds a series edge over every 
MAC school except Miami, the Falcons 
are a mere 11-10 against CMU. Since the 
Chippewas entered the MAC in 1975, 
however, BG is 2-7 against CMU. Over 
those nine games, CMU has outscored the 
Falcons 205-146. 
• See Fans, page 3. 
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Lift unfair rules 
The fitness revolution keeps pumping along, but 
the University has failed to Keep pace with the 
times. 
Because of discriminatory policy-making, the 
overwhelming majority of the faculty, staff and 
students are unable to take advantage of all the 
University's fitness facilities. 
Only members and auxiliary members of the 
Weight Club can use the weight room in Eppler 
Complex when weight classes are not in session. To 
be a member of the Weight Club, a person has to be 
able to bench press 150 percent of body weight and 
squat 170 percent of body weight. 
These criteria, by their extreme nature, are 
unfairly discriminatory. 
The measures were needed, says Robert Coni- 
bear. director of club sports, because when the 
weight room was opened to all students there was 
trouble with liability and weights being stolen. The 
move was made in part for "safety and security." 
There are other ways to skirt the liability prob- 
lem. A system could be set up in which potential 
users would sign waivers. 
As for security, theft problems existed even after 
the formation of the weight club - only they existed 
within the club's treasury. Conibear says club 
funds have been "misused" in the past. 
Conibear says that since Eppler is an educational 
facility, the Department of Health, Physical Edu- 
cation and Recreation doesn't have to open the 
facility to students, anyway. 
This is ridiculous! The same argument could be 
made for the Student Recreation Center because 
classes are held there, too. 
In the opening chapter of James Fixx's fitness 
manifesto Running, he tells the out of shape not to 
be self-conscious as they start their trek toward 
fitness; there would be no such thing as fitness if 
only the "in-shape" worked out. 
It's a shame the sentiment isn't shared at the 
University. The people who need the Eppler weight 
room the most - those who can't bench press 150 
percent of their body weight - can't get in the door. 
Lost: One trusty backpack 
by Cralg Hergwt 
This has been a tough week for 
me and I blame Peter Ueberroth 
for it. All right, so he did won- 
ders with the Olympics and he 
dresses very nicely, but by al- 
lowing the league championship 
series to become a best of seven 
affair, he has completely loused 
up my schedule. I mean, I felt 
obligated to watch every inning 
of every game because baseball; 
as the NBC spots kept telling us, 
is an American game, and I 
didn't want to be un-American, 
and... 
OK, so this isn't a good excuse. 
What do you want from me. I'm 
a bit cranky and irrational today 
and it's not because I've been re- 
reading Bill Melden's columns. 
I'm upset because I lost my 
backpack. 
I realize I'm being utterly 
selfish in using this column for 
personal reasons, but everybody 
always says the press is so pow- 
erful that I'm not about to pass 
up my chance to flaunt a little of 
it 
I am a little worried, though. 
If any prominent members of 
the media would see what I do in 
this column, they might become 
even more powerful than they 
already are by using major 
broadcasting companies for 
their own purposes. I'm partic- 
ularly worried about Maria 
Shriver, the woman who re- 
cently replaced Phyllis George 
on the CBS morning news. See- 
ing as how she sits at the same 
desk as Phyllis did, I'm afraid 
she might be prone to unprofes- 
sional behavior. If she's the 
least bit like Phyllis and she gets 
ahold of this issue of The BG 
News, I'm afraid we might even- 
tually see something like this: 
"Coming up in the next half 
TRAFFIC ENSINEEWNG, "B6SU: 
W&r- 
Melden mean-spirited 
by Steve Hesske 
Is there anybody on the News 
staff who can tell me what in the 
I world Bill Melden is ranting 
I about? 
His recent outlandish, ad hom- 
inem streams of invective seem 
to imply that those of us who do 
not wear our devotion to Christ 
) and his teachings on our sleeves 
(and thus immediately place 
ourselves among the ranks of 
the dreaded secular humanists) 
are slavishly allowing the ideas 
of Darwin, Marx and Freud to 
ide our every thought and 
That these ideas have become 
somewhat pervasive in the 20th 
century says more about their 
provacative richness and com- 
plexity and not, as Melden would 
have it, our unquestioning 
lockstep embrace of them. 
Melden's position indicates a 
frighteningly simplistic misun- 
derstanding of how these men 
have affected the Western world 
view. To say that Marx, Darwin 
and Freud nave done anything 
more than provide paradigms 
that free men and women may 
consider during their intellec- 
tual, emotional and spiritual de- 
velopments indicates that 
Melden has a seriously mal- 
formed perception of the way 
the world works. But misguided 
opinion is certainly a forgivable 
sin; it is at least amusing and 
can often provide a focus for the 
development of our own, hope- 
fully, more reasonable thought. 
However, there is a far 
greater problem with Melden's 
blathering. That is the decided 
mean-spiritedness which per- 
meates his column. It is one 
thing to disagree with Freud; it 
is quite another thing to call him 
"... a dour, monomaniacal ass 
..." This is just one example of 
the ugly tone that characterizes 
Melden's writing. 
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It is admirable that the News 
endeavors to provide a forum 
for all opinions. But when opin- 
ion becomes the lowest form of 
vituperation directed against 
people and ideas that the writer 
seems only passingly familiar 
with, then it is time to re-exam- 
ine the paper's editorial policy. 
Idi Amin, Khaddafi, Rabbi 
Kahane, Larry Flynt, Arafat, 
Farrakhan, child molesters, in- 
ternational terrorists snake- 
handlers, the John Birch Society 
and the Klu Klux Klan all have 
opinions and can present them 
with a certain flare. Is the News 
obligated to provide weekly col- 
umn space tor these deranged 
extremists, too? 
My guess is that no one at the 
News has the vaguest notion of 
what it is Melden is trying to 
say. His writing is adumbrative 
at best and undecipherable at 
worst. Most often it is just plain 
silly. His smug, self-righteous 
dismissals of some of the great- 
est thinkers of the modern 
world, his assertion that anyone 
who pays these thinkers the 
least bit of attention has been 
hoodwinked into blind obedi- 
ence, and his vicious, scatologi- 
cal, dismally failed attempts at 
humor are the foulest kind If 
misdirected dogma. The entire 
News staff should be profoundly 
embarrassed to be associated 
with this glib, wiUess, tactless, 
ill-advised, boorish drivel which 
is lent a measure of false legiti- 
macy every week by appearing 
on the editorial page under the 
heading of well-considered, 
thoughtful opinion. 
Hesske is a teaching fellow In 
the English Department 
hour, my fiance, Arnold Swarze- 
negger, talks about his latest 
film/'Blazing Deltoids." But 
first, I was wondering if there 
was any family out there inter- 
ested in adopting some darling 
little kittens. My Fluffy had a 
litter last night and I don't dare 
keep them all. I'm afraid Arnold 
would use them for target prac- 
tice. So if you're interested, give 
me a call, right during this 
morning's broadcast. What the 
heck. Just do it during the 
weather when everyone 
switches over to NBC to watch 
Willard Scott anyway." 
You can see how serious this 
problem could become, so I'm 
ashamed of myself for opening 
the door. But this whole affair 
has become something of an 
obsession for me this week, so it 
wouldn't do any good to try to 
write on anything else anyway. 
So here goes. 
The truth is, I've always been 
absent-minded. I think this trait 
partially explains my career 
choice. When I was a kid, I saw 
the Disney film, "The Absent- 
Minded Professor," with Fred 
MacMurray as a man who could 
invent terrific things but who 
couldn't be counted on to re- 
member what country he was 
living in. Later, when I started 
becoming aware of my own ab- 
sent-mindedness, I remembered 
this movie and figured that a 
professor is what people with 
their heads in the clouds lust 
naturally became. Had the film 
been "The Absent-Minded Com- 
mercial Airline Pilot" or "The 
Absent-Minded Nuclear Physi- 
cist," my life today might be 
very different. 
My problem, see, is that I 
have two kinds of memory: re- 
member that memory and re- 
member to memory. The first 
one is actually pretty sharp, too 
sharp, really, for my own good. 
For one thing, I remember all 
the personal experiences that 
I'd rather forget. For example, 
I'd just as soon not remember 
that when a professor of mine at 
St Paul asked me my opinion 
for Steinbeck's Tortilla Flat, I 
replied, "I thought it was cute." 
I Imagine he remembers that 
one, too. 
Then there are all of the mean- 
ingless facts that I've picked up 
over the years. I'd just as soon 
not remember that Judy Gar- 
land's real name was Frances 
Gump, or that Tracy Stallard 
served up Roger Marts' 61st 
home run. These facts take up 
perfectly good space in my ad- 
mittedly limited brain file. I'd just as soon dump some of them 
out, but I rarely get rid of any- 
thing, as anyone who has seen 
mydesk already knows. 
What I'm not good at doing is 
remembering to. During my se- 
nior year in high school, I 
headed out the door for school 
one morning without remem- 
bering to put on my shoes. I was 
wearing my slippers. And I'm 
getting worse. Any day now, I 
: to head out the door for- 
te put on my pants, so 
keep your eyes open. 
So I guess I shouldn't be sur- 
prised that on Tuesday, when I 
left the library computer lab, I 
didn't remember to notice 
whether or not I picked up my 
backpack, which was so stuffed 
with notebooks that it had the 
density of a medium-sized 
planet. 
I'm not sure whether I left it in 
the computer room, in the En- 
glish department's office, or in 
my office in Moseley Hall. In 
any case, it's no longer in any of 
these places. And I kind of miss 
it 
Since this is a personal con- 
cern, I should have written a 
classified ad instead of this col- 
umn. But I couldn't bring myself 
to do it because I have trouble 
taking the classifieds seriously. 
There are three predominant 
styles in the classified genre, 
and my concern would have 
ended up looking silly in any of 
them: 
1) The too-personal-to-be-under- 
stood-by-anyone-but-tbose-im- 
mediately-involved style 
HeyU, 
What  I   had   was  wonderful. 
You've got it now. Cherish it. 
Give it back maybe? 
Regards, 
me 
2)The cheerleader style 
LOST LOST LOST 
One rust-colored backpack 
Contains secrets vital to our 
national security 
VITAL VITAL VITAL 
3)The  incredibly bad,  poorly 
scanned poetry style 
I had a faithful backpack, 
but now, ARRGH!, I have it not. 
If I find the guy who took it, 
I'm going to nave him, like. shot. 
Any of these styles would have 
got the message out, but since I 
can't take these ads seriously, I 
was afraid no one else would 
either. So I used my column for 
my own personal problem. And I 
pray Maria Shriver isn't read- 
ing. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slayton, Minn., is 
a columnist for the News. He 
really would like his backpack 
back, so if you've found it, 
please drop it off at the BG News 
or give him a call. Just don't 
drop it off on his desk. It 
wouldn't be found until the next 
major archaeological dig. 
Letters 
Gay people unfairly 
ripped in column 
This letter is in reply to 
"Christ's believers can't easily 
be gay." My main concern is 
how anyone could be so biased 
and judgemental and find it easy 
to believe in Christ. Christianity 
is based on the theme of loving 
Cr fellow man. Miss Hudson 
unfairly ripped apart a 
Sup of people and denied that 
y can believe in Christ the 
same as herself. 
Miss Hudson's views on Chris- 
tianity are biased and out-dated. 
Her line, "But if the church is 
serving as some kind of support 
group under a religious mask 
..." ( referring to Dignity), is a 
sad misconception. A church is a 
support group for all who seek 
its comfort. A church is people, 
not a building, which I am sure 
she was taught in a number of 
Sunday school classes. 
"Gays shouldn't be perse- 
cuted any more than the rest of 
us but we cannot overlook homo- 
sexuality." This line also raised 
more than one question. If she 
truly believes this, why didn't 
she write an article on nude 
sunbathers or cooks who use 
artificial chocolate chips? Gays 
are persecuted more than the 
rest of us. Gays shouldn't be 
persecuted. Period. 
What is immorality. Miss 
Hudson? "The body is not meant 
for sexual immorality but for 
the Lord, and the Lord for the 
body." Is having sexual encoun- 
ters at noon while listening to 
Lawerence Welk tapes with the 
lights on immoral just because 
some people don't prefer to do it 
this way? Gays don't have a 
problem - they have a prefer- 
ence. 
In conclusion, "Why do you 
pass judgement on your 
brother? Or you, why do you 
despise your brother? For we 
shall all stand before the judge- 
ment seat of God; for it is writ- 
ten, as I live, says the Lord, 
BLOOM COUNTY 
every knee shall bow to me, and 
every tongue shall give praise to 
God. So each of us shall give 
account of himself to God." (Ro- 
mans 14: 10-12) 
Amanda Joy Pugh 
282H4 Troup St. 
Being gay not a choice 
This letter is in reply to Cheryl 
Hudson's column titled 
"Christ's Believers Can't Easily 
Be Gay." It's this mentality and 
ignorance concerning homosex- 
uality that is infuriating to me. 
Do you. Miss Hudson, actually 
believe a person would choose to 
be homosexual? 
I believe it's safe to say that no 
one in his right mind would 
choose to be homosexual in a 
society that only accepts hetero- 
sexuality, discriminates against 
homosexuals in the job market 
and most unfortunately, in 
many religious institutions. 
Furthermore, I find it hard to 
believe anyone would choose to 
go through the anguish many 
homosexuals feel when first ac- 
knowledging their sexuality and 
the fear of telling their loved 
ones for fear of rejection (if they 
tell their loved ones at all.) 
I applaud the Dignity group 
for the work they're doing. In a 
world where there is so much 
hatred and misunderstanding, 
it's good to know there is support 
for those who need it and there is 
no better place than in Christ's 
house. 
In conclusion, I hope Miss 
Hudson and others who enjoy 
quoting from scripture and can 
so easily judge others will learn 
as I did that we'd all be much 
better off if we left the judging to 
God. 
Ana Hath 
OCMBf 2828 
Recent study shows 
it is a condition 
The question of a Christian 
approach to homosexuality has 
been a perplexing one for many. 
Fortunately, the insights of con- 
temporary research are avail- 
able to us - as they weren't, of 
course, to St. Paul - and some 
revealing information has 
emerged. 
According to an intensive Kin- 
sey study done in 1980, homosex- 
uality is a condition, like 
lefthandedness, that has little, if 
anything, to do with childhood 
influences or environment. A 
homosexual orientation may 
even be determined before 
birth, which helps explain why 
therapy has been remarkably 
ineffective in "re-orientatingr' 
gays. 
All of this means that some 
people are constitutional homo- 
sexuals and that's not going to 
change. They didn't choose to 
be; many have agonized over 
the realization of their different- 
ness. Yet they continue to be the 
victims of mockery, discrimina- 
tion, contempt, and even - alas - 
moral judgements. 
Paul had no knowledge of con- 
stitutional homosexuality. He 
was addressing the homosexual 
behavior of heterosexuals in- 
fluenced by Greek mores. (Ho- 
mosexuality was common in 
ancient Greece; see Plato's Dia- 
logues.) 
Aware of the above and of 
societal attitudes, many Chris- 
tian churches have even carved 
out special ministries to their 
gay population. It seems that an 
appropriate Christian response 
to gays has to be no different 
from that toward anyone else - 
except perhaps more sensitive. 
for they are still an oppressed 
minority in our culture. 
Sister Pat Schnapp 
English Depl- 
oy Berke Breathed 
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Lawyer gains support 
SLS Board resolution favors court actions 
Hie Student Legal Services 
Board adopted a resolution last 
night in support of the actions in 
court of the SLS attorney, 
Sandra Scott. 
The resolution states in part 
that the SLS board "unani- 
mously supports the pursuance 
of cases involving Bowling 
Green City Ordinance Section 
132.04 (Disorderly Conduct) and 
related offenses for the follow- 
ing reasons: the effect the en- 
forcement of the above statute 
upon the constitutional rights of 
students and the vague nature of 
the statute itself lends itself to 
subjective enforcement." 
Scott has 110 cases open be- 
fore Bowling Green Municipal 
Court. She said in a previous 
meeting that she is bringing 
these cases to court to protest 
the section of the city ordinances 
dealing with excessive noise, 
which does not specify what 
constitutes "excessive noise." 
Noise is considered excessive 
in a Bowling Green residential 
area when the noise level at the 
property line is louder than SS 
decibels as measured by a sound 
meter. 
In other business, Curt Seditz. 
SLS education chairman, said 
he would contact representa- 
tives of Adolph Coors Brewing 
Co. to speak on campus about 
drinking and driving. 
Prout a growing experience 
by Meg Tlerney 
staff reporter 
Establishing an environment 
where students can live, learn 
and grow is the philosophy of 
Prout Hall, said Diane Carr, 
residence 
Prout. 
hall   director   for 
But the philosophy has not 
always been so broad. Before 
I960 the residents stressed only 
classes and studying. The 
changes have made Prout. "a 
programming residence hall, 
not just (focusing on) the aca- 
demic side of residence life," 
Carr said. 
The program started in Prout 
Hall was on an experimental 
basis. Well into its fifth year, 
Prout receives applications of 
students wanting to live there 
and take part in the Prout Pro- 
gram that almost fill the hall to 
capacity. 
This year Prout plans to reor- 
ganize its Prout Hall Commit- 
"We plan to create a new 
slogan, and a new pamphlet in 
order to (obtain) new students," 
Carr said. 
Prout, built in 1955, can house 
266 students. This year's popula- 
tion is between 250 and 260 stu- 
dents, Carr said. 
THE PROGRAMMING Prout 
Hall provides its residents va- 
ries according to the desires of 
residents ana the timeliness of 
the programs. 
"The environment established 
in Prout is conducive to pro- 
gramming of all sorts," Carr 
said. 
Mixing educational and social 
programming is one way Prout 
allows its residents to take ad- 
vantage of its programming in a 
way that will benefit them most, 
Carr said. 
In order to reside in Prout Hall 
students must go through an 
application process ana give 
reasons why they want to live in 
this kind of atmosphere. 
"Students mistakingly think 
there is a minimum GPA and 
that certain majors are re- 
quired," she said, adding that 
she has clarified the application 
process to perspective resi- 
dents. 
a      a.t A.  ..LI •     ■_* BG News/Alex Horvath Let's get this right 
Young members of the Bowling Green Swim Club recieve last-minute Instruction on how to perform the 
back crawl from Robert Schmidt before they dive into the water at Cooper Pool. 
Fans 
• Continued from page 1. 
Therefore, it Is clear to see 
that a classic gridiron struggle 
is in the making. The one edge 
that BG holds is the infamous 
home field advantage. 
But that advantage could 
be negated if the stands are less 
than packed. 
So, while it's impossible 
for you to catch the winning 
touchdown or make the game- 
saving tackle, helping to pack 
Doyt L. Perry's stands tomor- 
row will help just as much. 
Hope to see you there. 
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PI22A  $1  OFF 
BROTHERS, inc        %|#    I        ^,# |       | 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
ANY SIZE FOLDOVER 
PIZZA AT REGULAR 
PRICE! 
(Not good with any other offer) BG 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS. Inc. 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
EXPIRES 11/3185 
2 Small Chef Salads 
1 Garlic Bread 
2 16 oz. Pepsi 
All fOr $5.50 reg $6 60 
BG 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS. Inc. 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
EXPIRES 1113185 
PARTY PIZZA 
30 Slices of 
Deep Dish Pizza 
with Any 1 Item! 
ONLY $9.99 
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CLA-ZEL 
N MAIN ST 
MIDNITE STIOW 
ff w] 
ST 
ELMO'S' 
JWDRWWTOPlWTY! 
""RETURNS 
LIVING DEAD 
ALL NEW! 
THUMOAY STUDENTS 
WITH VALID ID 
ONLY $2.00 
Somewhere, somehow, 
someone's going to pay 
aJSfil 
CLA-ZEL 
NMA'NRT 
I When she was Jan sh* was 
luesy very good, but wher ih€ 
M was bod she was 
I AT 7:30 ft 9:15 
-Hi- 
EVE. - ADULTS $3.50 
WED. STUDENT NIGHT 
 ONLY tt-00 
GIB* CUBE 
JEFF 
WOGES 
AT 7:301 
tN H 
FIGHT THE NEW RIGHT 
Join with organizations and individuals working together 
to fight to promote: 
•Racism • Social Justice 
• Sexism •Global Peace 
• Homophobia • Human Rights for 
• Militarism all oppressed peoples 
COMMON DIFFERENCES 
A workshop to BDOcsund OK McnoniMCtcdMM tor M struggle tvpinst oppro- 
aon Md orioiunoo and to am* mpmrmm tot action 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19,2:30 • 5:30 p.m. 
AMANI ROOM (basement of the Commons) 
A pizza party will follow at 5:30 p.m. 
$1 donation at the door Is requested to cover cost 
of materials 
Pmidpxhg orpntutfMf ndade Black Student Union. B.G. Coattoi to Elanae 
Rate Cmftaa Awdttton. Coatjoa for Projrcsaw OrjnutioM k InoWduk, 
Graf for Progrear* AfetMtos. PMOI COMM, Social Met CoaaHm. Tard 
WorUfatoShiMAaocatioa. Women for Women. LAGA 
THE BEST KEPT 
frN CAMPUS 
The ASPEN?nme Rib & Champagne Brunch 
SATURDAY 
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
ALL YOU CARE TO EAT BUFFET 
ONLY $6.95 Including beverage 
O Prime Rib 
<S> Champagne 
O Eggs Benedict 
<w> Quiche Lorraine 
<S> Deep Fried French Toast 
O Fresh Coffee Cake & Rolls 
C^ Cream Cheese 
C> Mousse 
w' Bagels 
O Fruit & Juices 
"Enjoy an incredible Brunch before the Game!9 
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USG works on weekend retreat 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
Members of the Undergrad- 
uate Student Government went 
on what could be called a work- 
ing vacation last weekend. 
They spent Saturday and Sun- 
day at a retreat in Camp De- 
Sales, Mich., setting goals for 
the year and strengthening in- 
ternal relations. 
"We did a lot of unity building, 
so we could get to know one 
another and give each other 
support," said Mike McGree- 
vey, USG president. "But we 
also set individual, committee 
and USG goals." 
One of the goals set at the 
retreat was to attempt to main- 
tain better communication with 
constituents, McGreevey said. 
USG will be actively speaking 
with the people and organiza- 
tions it represents, rather than 
waiting for them to come to the 
government. 
USG hopes to do this by send- 
ing representatives to other or- 
ganizational meetings, talking 
to constituents on a person-to- 
person basis and utilizing the 
off-campus commuter center. 
ANOTHER AREA of em- 
phasis in the government this 
year will be to educate students 
on issues. 
USG also discussed a possible 
increase in the number of gen- 
eral assembly members. 
"By creating smaller districts 
and increasing the number of 
off-campus representatives, we 
could get a 10 percent represen- 
tation of the campus rather than 
the 3 to 4 percent representation 
that we now have," said Marian 
Marchiano, University commit- 
tees coordinator. 
Most USG members seem to 
think that the retreat was bene- 
ficial both to them individually 
and to the government as a 
whole. 
Jackie Curran, senior procur- 
ement major who is serving her 
first term with USG, thinks that 
the retreat helped her to define 
her position as a representative. 
"Probably the best thing I got 
out of the retreat is that Igot a 
direction of where the govern- 
ment is going," Curran said. "I 
think this will make my job 
easier. 
Dean Berish, senior interper- 
sonal communication major and 
district representative, agreed 
with Curran. 
"The whole experience was a 
good one," he said. "I think the 
retreat will help USG to function 
better as a whole." 
Jim Woodward, junior politi- 
cal science major, said he thinks 
that after the retreat, USG will 
be better able to follow through 
on some of its goals and objec- 
tives. 
"Too often you go to a retreat 
and set goals but never do any- 
thing about them," he said. "But 
I think we set goals which we 
will be able to bring back to the 
campus." 
Dateline 
Friday, Oct. 18 
Visiting Writers' Series -Ted 
Enslin. visiting writer, will read 
from his poetry at 1:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by the Creative Writ- 
ing Program and the Office of 
Student Activities. Free and 
open to all. Faculty Lounge, 
Union. 
Lecture and Recital - Anne 
Baxter, associate professor of 
piano at Miami University, will 
present Bach's "Goldberg Va- 
riations" at 8 p.m. Free and 
rto all. Bryan Recital Hall, 
:e Musical Arts Center. 
Sunday, Oct. 20 
Concert - The University Brass 
UtanV* 
Mi LARGE 2 
we deliver 
$5.95 
with coupon 
ITEM PIZZA    j 
352-3551 ! 
Quintet will perform at 3 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Free and open to 
all. 
Art Exhibition - The Alumni 
Art Exhibition opens at 2 p.m. in 
the Fine Arts Gallery and con- 
tinues through Nov. 10. Gallery 
hours are 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon- 
day through Friday and 2-5 p.m. 
on Sundays. Admission is free. 
Concert - Guest violinist Iwao 
Furusawa and pianist Robert 
Spano of the University faculty 
will appear in concert at 8 p.m. 
in Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Admission 
is free. 
Public Skating - From 3:30- 
5:30 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. Admis- 
sion for students is $1.50 with a 
valid ID. Skate rental is 50 cents. 
Ice Arena. 
Dai ia 
Vintage Clothing 
& Accessories 
For Men & 
Women 
Here's the inside story 
ofour new 
Buttermilk Biscuits. 
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-Now featuring- 
Fr.sr>-B«k.d Bultwmilk Biscuits Mad* From Scratch 
"Use Our Convanlant Oriva Thru" 
%itucky Fried C hicken 
1020 N. Main - B.Q. 
352-2061 Fremont 
Monday, Oct. 21 
Film - The 1961 Japenese 
film "Yojimbo," with English 
subtitles, will be shown at 8 p.m. 
in the Gish Film Theater. Ad- 
mission is free. 
Photography Eihibit - 
"BGSU: An Environment for 
Excellence-Past and Present 
Views," a 75th anniversary pho- 
tograph exhibit, will be shown 
through Nov. 10 at the McFall 
Center Gallery. Gallery hours 
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday 
though Friday. Admission is 
free. 
Health Sessions - "Alcohol- 
ism - A Message of Hope," will 
be presented from 12:05 to 1 
p.m. in the basement boardroom 
of the Huntington Bank Build- 
ing, 130 S. Main St. Lisa Ham 
ann, Prevention Education 
Coordinator from the Wood 
County Council on Alcoholism 
and Drug Abuse, will discuss 
alcoholism as a physical disease 
and how through treatment it 
can be managed. For more in- 
formation call the Wood County 
Mental Health Board at 352-8475. 
Film - "The Rock and Roll 
Time Tunnel." sponsored by Ko- 
dak Film, will be shown at 5.7,8 
and 9 p.m. in Kobacker Hall. 
Undergraduate Alumni As- 
sociation - Meeting at 6:30 p.m. 
in the Mileti Alumni Center. All 
students are invited. 
News Briefs 
Spy convicted of photograph leak 
BALTIMORE (AP) - A federal jury yesterday convicted 
former civilian Navy intelligence analyst Samuel Loring Morison 
of espionage and theft of government property for leaking three 
U.S. spy photographs of the construction of the Soviet Navy's 
first nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. 
Morison, 40. was convicted of two counts of espionage and two 
counts of theft of government property, each count carrying a 
possible 10-year term and $10,000 fine.U.S. District Judge Joseph 
Young did not immediately set a sentencing date. 
The verdict was reached after about six hours of deliberations 
on Wednesday and yesterday. 
Morison was accused of endangering national security by 
giving a British military journal, Jane's Defence Weekly, three 
photographs of the Soviet Union's first nuclear-powered aircraft 
carrier under construction at a Black Sea shipyard. 
Drug helps the impotent attain erections 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Doctors at Cleveland University Hospi- 
tals' new impotence treatment center are teaching impotent 
patients to inject themselves with a drug that enables them to 
attain erections of two hours and more. 
Urologist Dr. Elroy Kursh of the Center for the Treatment of 
Impotence says the disorder used to be primarily blamed on 
psychological stress, but that now more than 50 percent of the 
cases have medical reasons. 
Doctors at the center are using injections of Papaverine, a drug 
used to treat vascular disease, on impotent men who suffer from 
such disorders as diabetes and multiple sclerosis. 
The drug is injected into the penis. "It really doesn't hurt. It's just a matter of a needle stick,   said Kursh. 
Papaverine's use in the program will be evaluated, he said. 
One of the medical complications can be prolonged erection - up 
to six hours, he said. 
Scientists oppose 'Star Wars' 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio State University physicists have joined scientists from 14 other universities in a petition drive 
opposing President Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative, known 
as "Star Wars." 
Junko Shigemitsu, assistant professor of physics, said 29 of the 
49 faculty members in the OSU department of physics, including 
Chairman S. Leslie Blatt, have signed a petition pledge to neither 
solicit nor accept research money for development of space 
weapons. 
Shigemitsu said Congress has allocated $1.4 billion for Star 
Wars this year, and colleges and universities are eligible to apply 
for about $70 million of that. 
The OSU signature campaign is part of a national drive 
initiated at the University of Illinois to demonstrate the opposi- 
tion of scientists to SDI research. 
AIDS fear prompts self-blood storage 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The fear of Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome is prompting more people to donate and store their 
own blood in advance of their own surgeries, an American Red 
Cross official says. 
AIDS is a disease that breaks down a person's immunity 
system, often leading to death. It has been associated most 
frequently with homosexual men, hemophiliacs, and has been 
diagnosed in people who have had blood transfusions. 
The fear of AIDS has prompted more people in the Columbus 
area to store up to two pints of their own blood 35 days before a 
scheduled operation. People have also frozen blood for up to three 
years, said Dr. Douglas Corey, associate medical director of the 
American Red Cross Central Ohio Chapter. 
Corey said he expects pre-surgery donations to almost double 
over the next year in the Columbus area. 
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B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
» Why Walk Through  "% 
when you can Drive Through? 
Cains       lib. $1.89 
O'Gradys all flavors $1.19 
Coke Classic returnables $1.79 
(+ Tax + Deposit) 
Pepitos 99' 
King Kegs are here!! 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Thro 
780 S. College   352-9851 
Sports BG Newi/October IS, IMS S 
Cal Bowl bid on the line tomorrow (~    Briefs   ~] 
Sports Cap by Karl Smith 
sports editor 
HOCKEY: The 24 Falcons host 
Lake Superior tonight and to- 
morrow with both games start- 
ing at 7:30 at the BG Ice Arena. 
VOLLEYBALL: The BG spikers 
•t home versus nationally 
ranked Western Michigan to- 
night and Northern Illinois to- 
morrow night, both at 7, in 
Anderson Arena. 
MEN'S GOLF: Compete in the 
BGSU-UT Classic with rounds 
today in Toledo and tomrrow at 
home on Forrest Creason Golf 
Course. 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: 
Travel to Kalamazoo, Mich, for 
the Central Collegiate meet. 
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More than just a game is at 
stake when Bowling Green and 
Central Michigan sauare off to- 
morrow in Doyt L. Perry Field 
at 1:30 p.m. The winner will take 
control of the Mid-American ti- 
tle race and a bid for the Califor- 
niaBowl. 
"I think we can conclude that 
the winner of this football game 
is going to be in great shape," 
BG head coach Denny Stolz said. 
Both squads are tied for first 
in the MAC with undefeated 
records, CMU owns a 4-0 mark 
(M in the MAC) while the Fal- 
cons sport a 6-0 record (4-0 in the 
MAC). 
The Chippewas are no strang- 
ers to the MAC Utle race, fin- 
ishing a close third three 
consecutive years. CMU cap- 
tured the championship in 1979 
and 1980. This year has been no 
exception to CMU's past suc- 
cess. The Chippewas downed 
Pacific 27-10 before dumping 
Ohio University and Kent State. 
Last week, Western Michigan 
took a 17-3 lead into the fourth 
rirter. CMU scored 21 points in 
final six minutes to gain the 
win. 
But Chippewa coach Herb De- 
romedi knows such a victory 
will not be an easy task against 
the Falcons. 
"BOWLING GREEN is as 
good a football team as we have 
ever played," he said. "It is a 
complete football team that has 
a solid defense to go along with a 
great offense." 
The Chippewas aren't exactly 
slouches, either. 
A look at the national rankings 
finds CMU leading the nation in 
pass defense while being ranked 
second in total defense. They are 
allowing an average of 12.0 
points per game, tenth in the 
'I think we can conclude that the winner 
of this football game is going to be in 
great shape" 
__. BG head coach Denny Stolz 
Last year, the Chippewas 
leaped out to a 21-0 lead en rout 
to a 42-21 victory. In 1983. BG 
scored on the last play of the 
Same, with no time remaining, 
> gain a 15-14 win. 
'They play as a team and 
when you go against Central, 
you go against a team with a 
great game plan," Stolz said. 
"Central gets better as the sea- 
son progresses and their record 
speaks for itself." 
The Chippewa offense fea- 
tures tailback Tony Brown (254 
yards) and fullback Phil Hen- 
drix (214 yards). Quarterback 
Ron Fillmore leads the team's 
passing attack with John De- 
Boer as his leading receiver. 
Classifieds 
nation. 
"Last year, our lowest pass 
production was against Cen- 
tral," Stolz said. "There's no 
way of evaluating a pass defense 
by yards, you have to play 
against it. You certainly have to 
respect their defense." 
As much as Stolz is planning to 
beat the CMU defense, Dero- 
medi seeks to stop the Falcons 
league leading offense. The 
Chippewa mentor doesn't plan 
to totally shut down BG, how- 
ever. 
"THE KEY for us is ball pos- 
session and keeping Bowling 
Green's offense off the fiels as 
long as possible," Deromedi 
said. "You know that Bowling 
Green is going to complete 
passes, move the ball and score. 
If you can control the ball, that 
makes it more difficult." 
The Falcons have historically 
had trouble with the Chippewas 
although they own a 11-10 series 
advantage. Since CMU entered 
the MAC in 1975, they have 
beaten BG seven times while 
dropping only two. They have 
outscored the Falcons 209-146 in 
that span. 
Falcon notes: DeBoer and 
BG's Stan Hunter are tied for 
the MAC lead in career touch- 
downs receptions with 18. If 
Brian McClure throws for 278 
yards or more, he will have 1,000 
career passes against all three 
Michigan schools in the MAC. 
BG is still tied for the nations 
longest win streak with Air 
Force, both perfect over the last 
nine contests. 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN VS. BOWLING GREEN 
WHEN: Sat. Oct. 19. 1:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Doyt L. Perry Stadium 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1984 record: 8-3, 7-2 in the MAC (second) 
1985 record: 6-0. 4-0 in the MAC 
Head coach: Denny Stolz, eighth year (60-44-1) 
Returning starters: 16(off.-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McClure (QB), on a pace that 
could make him the NCAA's all-time passing yardage 
leader, threw for 320 yards against Eastern Michigan; 
Bernard White (RB), gained 102 yards for four 
touchdowns and caught six passes for 48 yards against 
EMCJ; Greg Meehan (FL), caught four passes for 111 
yards last week, including a 78 scoring catch: Troy 
Dawson (LB), had 12 tackles last week; Erik Johnson 
(LB), had 11 tackles, including six unassisted, against 
Hurons. 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN: 
Nickname: Chippewas 
1984 record: 8-2-1, 6-2-1 in the MAC (third) 
1985 record: 4-0, 3-0 in the MAC 
Head coach: Herb Deromedi. third year (5-19-2). 
Returning starters: 10 (off.-5; def.-5) 
Players to watch: Carl Kloosterman (DB), MAC co-de- 
fensive player of the week last weeek, nine tackles 
and two interceptions against Western Michigan; Tony 
Brown (TB), top rusher with 254 yards and three touch- 
downs; Phil Hendrix (FB), 214 yards rushing with a 5.2 
yards per carry average; Ron Fillmore (QB), has com- 
pleted 52 percent of his passes; John DeBoer (SE), top 
receiver with 18 receptions and three touchdowns, 
averaging 18.1 yards per catch; Steve Sklenar (LB), leads 
team with four quarterback sacks. 
Series record: BG 1110 
Last meeting: CMU won 42-21 at Mt. Pleasant, Mich.. 
Oct. 27, 1984 
: 
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
Attention NSSLHA Membra: 
Moating Man. Oct. 21, 7:30 p.m. 
10S South Hall. NSSLHA Neighbor Nile. Bring 
money lor nrrtlona.1 ■no' local dueel  
"•BOSU Trivia Conteef" 
Whan: Tuesday. October 22 
Whore N E  Commons 
Who Open to el 
Apoecahona are aiieaahla In the on campus 
maabox room, front dealt of each dorm, and at 
sorority and fteatWnHy chapter rrayatlnga 
FASHION SHOW FASHION SHOW 
Monday, October 21. 1985 
Unrveraity Bookstore Forum 
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE 
••"INTERNATIONAl BUSINESS"" 
ASSOCIATION 
Fourth Formal Meeting Tueoday. October 22. 
7:30 p.m-, AasemOly Room. 212 McFal Can- 
tar Quest Ip letter Mr Charles Bishop. Dtrec- 
tor ol Economics Department. Marathon OH 
Company "OPEC'e Rote In the Wort Econ- 
omy through IBM." 
"The World's Business Is Our Buemooe" 
journelam 300 appecatlons w* be accepted 
untl October 18 in Room 302 ol West Hal 
Je«ah Students Group. Shabbat Services. 
Friday evening, 6:00 pm. in the Faculty Lounge 
ol the Student Union Cal Bruce Kottter lor 
tnfyTnahon. 364-8420. Pajychtaogy Dap' 
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE INFORMA- 
TION SESSION. 
LEARN MORE ABOUT THE OPPORTUNtTV 
TO ATTEND ONE OF OVER 75 COLLEGES IN 
THE U.S. ANO PAY W-STATE TUITION MON- 
DAY, OCT. 21, 3:J0 p.m.. CAPITOL ROOM. 
UNION.  
PEACE PRAYER SERVICE 
St. Thomas More University Parish 
Sunday, October 20, 7:30 p.m. 
AU WELCOME!  
The "TAKE BACK THE NIOHT" 
planning t»m«iettee 
." meet Monday, Oct. 21 at 7:00 p.m. 
In the campus Room ol the Union 
STUOCNT ORGANIZATIONS 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
Saturday. November 2 9am-4pm 
University Union 
REGISTER NOW 
405 Student Services S3 00 per person 
LOST AND FOUND 
RING FOUND OUTSIDE HOWARDS BACK 
DOOR FRIDAY NIGHT CALL 354-2805 TO 
CLAIM  
RIDES 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FOOTS TYPteO 
$1.00 per page, double- spaced 
On campus pick up 4 00 pm 689-2579 
Pregnant? Concerns? Free  pregnancy  test 
Objective Wotmatlon Cal NOW 354-HOPE 
WB do typing 
Cal Linda 
3542218 
r1UTH»£'S SEWING * ALTERATIONS 
Everything must be clean 
 362-7288  
Custom Bust Lofts Save You Space 
For a free eehmale and room measurement cal 
now 362-3838 
The Loft Construction and Storage Service also 
offers moving and storage serviced.  
RSAIe... 
Students For better residence hell living. 
Tali to us Monday nights at 7:00 
In the Student Court Room 
nnHeisl Btiudenl Association 
Adda and El I hope Canada Is ready for the 
"party gala" from BO. Get psyched for an 
lavjiaslabte weekend m Oueiph/Toeontoeh? 
ALPHA CHIS 
Oet psyched for the SAE Bed Races 
We hope to eae a smile on every one 
of your facea 
Shoe your spirit and your pride 
Since the Alpha Chl's are known wort*wk*s 
AX Low. 
 _^ Kim and Karen 
ALPHA PHI UATES GREG ANO GORDON. 
GET READY FOR A SUPER TIME AT THE 
ALPHA PHFESTA 
LOVE. SWEETIE ANO SWEETUMS 
P S WE HAVE TO GO TO THE BATHROOM 
BE RIGHT BACK!    
PERSONALS 
Abeoejtsr, 
X traordtnarty 
Outrageous1" 
Luv, (Vidl and Barb 
Alpha PM Omega's 
Big Screw 
Is Coming 
Surprise 
That 
Special 
Someone 
on Sweetest 
Day 9 Cat M tar teeoaVji 
CHIDM NOW * CAll TMI 
Bolloonmon 
3S2-6061 .vita. 
Puff's 
Pizza 
\ 
i 
i 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Medium 2 
Item Pizza 
with 2 Cokes j 
50    I 
I 
$5 
we deliver 
440 E. Court 
352-1596) 
ACROSS 
1 Brooms of old 
7 Shakespearean 
heroine 
13 Valenciasand 
mandarins 
15 Loire River city 
16 Flack of rock 
17 Sea cows 
18 Lellar Irom 
Greece 
19 Sodium car 
Donate 
21 Refrain syllable 
22 Fashion name 
24 Ripped 
25 Like some Han 
nel suits 
26 Musical group 
28 They Fr, 
29 Certain force 
30 Asian title 
32 Enclosed 
33 Discovery 
35 Glossy labncs 
38 Vex 
42 Doctrine 
43 Panay native 
44 Flat 
45 Word with 
made or maid 
46 Baseball family 
name 
47 Sandy tract, in 
Dover 
48 " cod 
He*. 
49 Blustered 
52 Male animal 
53 Day of rest 
55 Prolog u* 
57 Body of citizen 
soldiers 
58 Chlorine or 
iodine, eg 
50 route 
60 Moat prudent 
DOWN 
1 Ennui 
2 Lova literature 
3 Armies. Eng. 
Bible style 
4 Single 
5 Diamond VIPs 
t.diird by Trade Michel J-.fr> 
39 Soso 
40 Certain bridge 
holdings 
41 Basic com- 
ponent 
43 Hello, in Hiio 
46 Storage place 
6 table 
7 Biuenose 
8 First name in 
gymnastics 
9 Early auto 
10 Conniption 
11 Thankless one 
12 Tested 
14 Kind of cracker 
15 Scents 
20 Barrister's 
colleague 
23 Prepared 
25 Take for  
27 Tendency 
29 Recipe direc 
tion 
31 Coll entrance 
•urns 
32 Evergreen 
34 Victory 
35 Divisions 
36 Semitic 
language 
37 Defensible 
49 Egyptian 
goddess 
50 Periods 
51 Rue Pam 
54 Storage com- 
partment 
56 Weather word 
B 
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M 
1 
S 
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Alpha tegraa PM Little Slssee: 
Oel psyched lor a great time in the nay 
 Saturday rSghtlli  
AajhaWe— 
Are you ready tot the SAE pad races??? 
Amy McCasen IRarnbo) 
Heve e great weekend i 
AAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHM' 
Your next door neighbor. 
Beoky (Te«as| 
Kidnap ome Is almost here— 
Wei do some dancing 
and chug some bear 
I know you've bean 
<o date partiee before 
but tomorrow youlaea 
that Hdrtap la moral 
So gH your guns a hat you l see 
DeeOee-SAE 
The way lobe . 
OET PSYCH6DII Your ludnapper  
ATTENTION CC-AeeAPPERS 
I AM AT YOUR MERCY NAME YOUR PRICE11 
WILL OO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO OET MOO- 
MOO THE COW BACK HOME SAFE 
RAY 0UNLAP 
Attention Duncan OUNea 
Only one more day 
in our romp in the hay 
You're gonna be kidnapped— 
What do ya say? 
Fun rl'l be with your lavotlte Dee Gee 
I bet you're surprised whan 
you And out It's mat' 
SAE * Dee Gee- Oh what a pair! 
When the two are t»rnolned. nothing com- 
paaaajl 
Get psyched' 
Your KMrepper 
ATTENTION KEVW ORIPP1 
The great kidnap m almost hare. 
Poash your boots and drink a beer 
Wei heve a great Uma aa you wrl see. 
Because DO has the beat waatam m ail B G ' 
Coma on, gat exerted N you dare, 
■ causa DO's and SAE's are the greatest pea1 
Love, your ludnapper 
Barb — Happy 22nd Bslhdayi You deserve the 
beel today and always Let's make me most out 
of our tasl lew weeks Love. Laura  
'Bag Red Bomber: 
We mat in BA real year and now I a Mae tor 
your first Alpha Pis data party ol the year, 
rm sura that there wB be many more to coma 
but protTvee ma youl dance at thrs oner"! 
I can't wan 10 ~Fta-eete" the night away wan 
you and the sieeta we wB have to do too! 
Love your 
PS. Did you take out my b-aah yet?? 
Bobby 
Thank you for ma wonderful time lest Sal iaga|i 
I would love to go out again' "I wish they tf 
could be Caatornia Girts" 
Bob 
PS Btondee are more tun" 
Brad- 
Get excited tor a great Uma at the Aama Pta- 
eeta   (you loo Eric) 
 -Kan 
Oet psyched for the Alpha Phi Date Party' rm 
ready to heve a great time1 
Love, rjeebte 
■RYAN. 
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY I AreteVERSARYt 
HERE'S TO A SUPER OREAT WEEKEND" 
YOURS FOREVER - LOVE DEB 
But tens know what though. Al you have to 
la keep loving me A letting ma know W You pal 
vary much loved, at any way   shape or lorn 
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY' Exclusively Your* 
B long - HAPPY ANNIVERSARY' We hat 
lot ol great memories and so much to Ice* 
leeward to The peat year haa been so apectai 
to me  It doesn't matter where youl be I 
semester 'cuz I know wal make it 
I LOVE YOU! Miah 
PS Good aiott on your OMAT  
AMY NELSON 
HAPPY 20TH BWTHDAYI 
LETS  PARTY.   CELEBRATE   1  OET  WILD 
TOW IT 
 LUV. YOUR ROOMIE    
ANDY - YOU ARE THE GREATEST! HOW DC 
I GET SO LUCKY? I LOVE YOU! -BETSY 
SAE 
HAPPY HOURS 
AT UPTOWN 
FajOAY I 
CALLER GET READY TO PARTY THE DEE 
GEE WAY, WESTERN KIPNAP't IN OHt 
MORE DAY. WEAR YOUR JEANS, GET RaV 
ADY FOR FUN. THIS WILD, WHO WEEKEND 
MAS JUST BEGUN "YOUR KB»NAH»ER" 
CAMPBELL" 
Congrats to an exceaent start of the seaaorl 
Good luck the weekend agaanat Lake Supanotl 
Lave ye. 
 SRO 
ANEW 
WORLDS RECORD 
Anna. 
It has been one y r and It has been great!" 
  Love, BUI 
■C, 
It's bean a long tana. Sorry 
I cant be there on the 19th 
You know wel be together 
on our annlvaraaryt MLW 
AILaattll 
Groovy Record. 
« now open'" Mon -Sat, I -9 p.m 
118 E. Waaliii >u* a i 
barahd the video Spacttum 
BE PART OF THE 
RECORD BMAKINa 
SNAKE DANCE 
Beat Wtehee A Sweat Dreams 
To the Ptv Mu. SAE bad race teem' 
Love, your Phi Mu Staters 
BGSU HOCKEY TEAM, 
ITS WHAT WE'VE BEEN WAITING 
FOR ALL YEAR 
THE FIRST HOME HOCKEY G-.ME IS HERE 
WE THINK YOU GUYS ARE REALLY GREAT 
YOU PROVED YOUR SKILLS AT 
FERRIS STATE 
WE HOPE ON FRIDAY NWHT YOUU. WIN 
AND SATURDAY YOUIL 00 IT ASAM 
SO PUT LAKE SUPERIOR TO THE TgeJT 
WE KNOW YOU'LL WIN. 
CUZ YOU'RE THE BEST! 
LOVE. WENOY ANO JUOJ 
Attention: Buck. Chorba, Mytaa. T.HaB (NCI 
Sal's, party la going as be ereatl 
You guys are the beat! 
Happy Sweatee! Day I (NO 
We Lose You, Bag Dogs! (NO 
XOXO Mchala, Jan, BBsey, Lit XOXO 
 (' htrar-)  
• and"ML FaatS", 
Thanks lor the rap session! I tjdn't know that I 
waa acting thai way I nasty do care and I'm 
sorry You two, are the BEST friends anyone 
could have! Next time let ma know eartari — 
O.K.T Lafa pertytn 
Love-"JAMES'' 
Carohm Boroner. 
YOU ARE THE OREATESTI I CANT BElKCVt 
IT HAS BEEN 3 YEARS. LET'S MAKE IT A 
L*rne»E! i LOVE YOUI 
HAPPY BTATHOaVT 
LOVE.RQ1 
•Continued on page I 
(BM^M^sysfS^^^n^^ V.5mHurt 
"OJ  WOKX  HARD  MX DAY . 6L«MM[R1N',   HArTrURIN'- 
(GRAPPIIN: SCRAPPUN'- GOING 
AFTER THAT SPECIAL  &U5T0 
HDD  CALL  "LIVING' 
OtBM 1. A>ea>> rtae, t,«Ma 
IU> WtCN THAT SPECIAL 
►WENT COMES, VCU HAfvt 
THE VARM SATISFAaON 
Of KNfJUteO VOU EARNED 
fOJ   RELAX,  SIT  BUCK,,    i 
AND  SlAM  DOWN  H  fty 
COOL.   REFRESHING WOOD I 
GUM, 
Classifieds •Continued from page S BG News/October 18,1985 C 
CONQRATULATIONt 
JEANNE YOOER *NO TT-RFTY KEITH ON 
YOUR RECENT ENGAGEMENT OCTOBER 
18. 1988 ISNT VERY FAR AWAY BEST 
VrasHEBAHO FUTURE SUCCESS SIGNED X 
CATHY. 
So gad I went lo MBon'e DM Friday nlghl 
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY 
LoveYa. 
Kan 
Chat ol Defence  UNDA PELEHACH 
Wa aporeceae 1 your lima and anon Keep up 
the good work' 
Lone, Qrwohan Mary a Sandra 
Chrta Lackerd. Have a Waty Happy 22nd 
Bslhoey! Uvtog together haa ectuery bean Tun 
Lova. Your CouaavRoomta 
Oua f 2 ri rtorraoomlng Button Hunt 
Aa each day goee by 
Tha moora you know 
But otttara ara looking 
So .-torn ba loo alow 
Find Bw specary marked Homecoming button 
1 daaVar It to 405 Studant Servlceetor your 
prtta.  
COLLEEN CAVANAUGH, HAPPY 19THI HAVE 
A DARN (TNE TIME ON YOUR BBTTHOAY' 
CARRIE 
CONGRATULATIONS TO MAUREEN HUGHES 
AND CHRBTI SAYERS ON BEING CHOSEN 
LEADERSHIP    CONFERENCE    CHAIRMAN! 
WE RE SO PROUD OF YOU' 
LOVE. THE GAMMA PHIS 
Congrehartione to tha naw Alpha Phi actiyaa1 
Lova. 
Your Pladgaa 
CONTINUE THE TRADITION 
ORIENTATION LEADER APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE UNTIL OCTOBER 25. 1 IIS IN 405 
STUDENT SERVICES. INTERVIEWS WILL BE 
HELD OCTOBER 27-11. tils. JOIN THE 
TEAMIII 
Criminal JuaUca Orgenuation Meeting. Tuee- 
day. October 22 at 800 «i 102 Henna Guaat 
speaker Ba Baaa. Director ol Campua Pokce 
Topic Rape Somrovtly  
Cutte, 
I LOVE YOU and Bate FOREVER- 
Swaatasl Day or not! 
P.S. it's Friday - I battar aaa a emeal 
Lova. 
yourKRlen 
DALE mCHHYCH, 
Happy BVtnday to you. 
Happy Birthday to you. 
Happy Birthday daw DmoH D~, 
Happy Birthday to you" 
Who? 
DANNORRH 
Juat ona more day 
and aoon you wB ba 
kidnappad by your lavome Daa Gaa 
So be prepared 
to hava aoma run 
cause DG Kidnap la numbar onalll 
Lova. your DO Kidnapper 
Darr an Hat 
DG KIDNAP 
OG KIDNAP 
DG KIDNAP 
Are you ready??? 
Your DO Kidnapper 
DAVE CHARBONNEAU #1 
GOOO LUCK THIS WEEKEND 
and THROUGHOUT THE SEASON' 
DAVE C. CLARK 
HEY INCHI HAPPY SWEETEST DAYI 
LOVE. MELANIE 
•"DAVE KRESS"- 
You unlocked the door' to my heart; I am ao in 
love with you. David Happy Swaateat Day and 
Happy 9-month Annrveraery'" 
Al my love forever. Laura 
SAE 
BED RACE 
FP40AY 1:10111 
DEAR MICK, 
ROSES ARE NOT ALWAYS RED. 
AND VIOLETS ARE NOT ALWAYS BLUD. 
BUT ONE THING IS FOR CERTAIN— 
I WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU! 
YOURS TRULY, oeoe  
DELTS 
Oat reedy... 
Oat psyched. 
For Hie graffiti lee on Saturday nlghiilll 
Love, the Keppas  
Deeperatery seeking Terry Hegedom Wherea- 
bouta unknown I rrMaa thoae eyea. thoae ape. 
thai INCREDIBLE BODY, not to mention thoae 
exerting elevator rides Come ylart aoon I 
PS My hande ate coMi  
DIANE DEVINE 
Or WHAT WHL BE THE HEADCOUNT AT THE 
FIRST ANNUAL MAINE REUNION? 
A. DUE TO A MUCK-UP ONLY 1 POST-GRADS 
WILL IE IN ATTENDANCE. 
SCOTT EB. 
PA DO NOT WEAR ATHLETIC SHOES OR 
CONSTRUCTION BOOTS' 
P.P.S. DO YOU KNOW WHERE MAM IS? 
SO DO WEIM  
Diana turner. Way to go on being elected to 
NMPC Unity Cabinet We re aoo proud ol you' 
Gamma Phi love and ours, 
your "Moonlghtsrs" pledge Balers. 
on YOU KNOW... 
From yesterday's paper, the campua 
building that haa a "suspended 
classroom" a Home Economics Slay 
tuned tor more Trivet Teasers 
brought to you by 
American Marketing Association 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS 
NOMINATE A FRIEND FOR 
••STUDENT OF THE MONTH" 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT 528 EO 
SPONSORED BY EESAB  
EPIC. 
YOU'D BETTER TAKE A SIESTA 
BEFORE THE ALPHAPHJESTA 
LOOKING FORWARD TO A GREAT TIME! 
ALPHA PHI LOVE AND MINE. 
SUE 
EWC- 
ITS TIME TO LEAVE THE PAST BEHIND 
THIS ALPHA PHI ESI« WILL 
BLOW YOUR MIND' 
THE DC RANCH IS THE PLACE TO BE 
FOR ALL THE WASPS ANO B.M.O.CSI 
SO GRAB YOUR SOMBRERO ANO 
YOUR FRITOS TOO. 
CAUSE I CANT WAIT TO PW-ESTA WITH 
YOU! 
LOVE YOU - VALERIE 
FOUNDER'S QUAD STAFF 
IS THE GREATEST! 
Davy 8 Qoaath 
Free Lea Back pack with 
any 810.00 purchase 
Jeana N TOnga 631 Huge 
Gary. 
Gat ready lo have 
Alpha Phteeta 
■   "prt   nonWaM   QflM   tat   the) 
 Loveya. MJchaea 
GARY THESE HAVE BEEN THE HAPPIEST 
SB MONTHS OF MY LIFE AND ITS ALL YOUR 
FAULT! LOVE LOVE YOU SALUE  
GET INVOLVED! SHARE YOUR ENTHUSIASM 
WITH OTHW eTIJOEHTSI AS A PEER CON- 
SULTANT FOR THE STUDENT WELLNESS 
CENTER. YOU WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION 
ON WELLNESS RELATED SUBJECTS ANO 
UFE STYLE CONCERNS. APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABE M ROOM US, HEALTH CENTER. 
MUST BE RETURNED BY 4:00 Pel OCTOBER 
»«.  
HAPPY HOURS 
AT UPTOWN 
FRIDAY MPM 
Grnpy Qreen. 
Now that you've ended your hoeprtal eery 
The AJpria Phl-eata a not tar away 
So grab your sombrero and orutchea, Ola 
to Alpha Phkaaai the night away 
Love. See, 
QLENN WOOD: It took ua two daye to get un- 
TWtSTED aal year, and tha year we l need a 
long SIESTA aflar Via ALPHA PHI-ESTA! 
Peachae and cream are my uleaia. 
Al my love, Chneflra 
Greg Alan. You're my very special easeBaart, 
and I thank you tor one wonderful year of my 
■a. Al reeavjoahlpa gel rocky at flmoe. but 
wave always worked our raotatome out auc- 
ceesfuBy  Don! aver atop being my hero. 
I LOVE YOU   SUSAN  
OREO A. JOHNSON 
M.G : LB : WO. AD : ANO I. WISH YOU THE 
BEST OF LUCK AGAINST CENTRAL MICH! 
GANI GOOO HANG TIME. PERFECT PUNTS. 
ANO SMOOTH HOLDS   YOU'RE THE BEST! 
I LOVE YOUI 
JACCME 
*ag. 
Happy 21 si bathdayi Enroy your weekend and 
hava a good ome' 
Lova. Krteeen 
Happy Sweatee! Day. Colt! II mka you tma 
waakanm 
Love. Karen 
Happy Swaateat Day 
HOOGERS STAFF 
YOU'RE the beat! 
"Hrtan. Imegrne that!" 
HAVE FUN, BE A LEADER- 
CONTINUE THE TRADITION 
ORIENTATION    LEADER    APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE UNTIL OCTOBER 25. IMS IN 405 
STUDENT SERVICES. INTERVIEWS WILL BE 
HELD  OCTOBER  27-11.   1888.   JOW  THE 
TTAIell  
HeyBetaa. 
Are you ready tor aoma "Hey Lotto Lotte Lone" 
at the Hayride Friday? 
Love, The Lrtna SMaaa 
HEY BETAS! 
SET READY FOR THE HAYROE TONIGHT 
WE'LL   TEACH    PEMBERVtLLE    HOW    TO 
PARTY. THEY'LL NEVER KNOW WHAT HIT 
EMI 
LOVE. THE LITTLE SBSES 
Hey PN Pel pledgee you guys look MARVEL- 
OUS, aapeclafy whan you're painted like 
SMURFSI Thanks tor MOONUGHTING" with 
us on rock pemfing nlghl 
Love, me aaraawj PN pledoso  
HEYPHIPSIS- 
ARE YOU READY FOR THE DEE ZEES? WELL 
WE'RE READY FOR YOU AND AN OUT- 
STANDING TEA' SEE YA TONIGHT PARTY 
TB4EIII 
LOVE - THE DEE ZEES 
Host Senor Kevin Thomas. 
ITS time to party my amor, ao gat out your 
sombrero: 'or dancing laughing, and fun times 
you ■ naad no deiero. 
So get Iota ol real, you I be partying with tha 
beat because there's no time lo sleeta 
a! the Atohe Phi-esta 
te quaro (I lova you) 
your aonortto Stephanie 
HO«COa»NG MUMS. BOUTONNICRE8 ANO 
CORSAGES ON SALE MON. 21-WED. 111:30 
a.m. -1:10 p.m. IN THE BA BLDG. ANO THE 
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM.  
Hoopa. Sneear. 8 Goody too 
We are ao exceed to kidnap you1 
You better get reedy I prepare 
To attend Kidnap. I you dare 
Although you don't know who we are 
Kidnap ien'l vary far 
I heard it's gong to be a wad ona 
So gat ready to hava Iota St lun 
Vour wed DG Kidnappers 
Hooenoop 
Duck 
Coughdrop 
aVTTWemJRAL 3 PLAYER COED VOLLEYBALL 
ENTRIES DUE WED. OCT 23 BY 4:00 P.M. IN 
108 REC CENTER  
INTRAMURAL COED RACOUETBALL DOU- 
BLES ENTRIES DUE THURS OCT. 24 BY 
4 00 PM IN 108 REC CENTER 
HAPPENIM  
JEFF KUMA: WELCOME TO THE FAMILY 
GREAT TO HAVE YOU AS MY UTTLEI GET 
PSYCHED FOR A GREAT YEAR! 
-BOB 
JEFF. 
2 FALL DATE PARTIES YOU'VE GOME WITH 
ME. AM I YOUR FAVORITE ALPHA PHI? GET 
PSYCHED FOR THE PHH58TAI LOVE. SU8I 
JENNIFER LYNNE PERKINS. THANKS FOR 
BEING SUCH A WONDERFUL FNENO. ITS 
SO GOOD TO SEE YOU SO HAPPY! N A. IS A 
VERY LUCKY GUY! KEEP SMILING! LOVE YA 
LOTS, LOW.  
Jen 8 Torn. 
Bean bag chats 1 solee. CaMna 1 Long 
Wanda Stupid Human tricks, the Barber ol 
Save*. Kosher Pickles! "Jan. go home'" Flow 
era. Black Spke hears Travaeng Music. Cou- 
pon Man, To Friends." Happy Swaateat Day. 
Forever    Twice! 
Kertnt Kan 
SAE 
BED RACE 
 FFaTJAY 1:80111  
Joes — You're the only one I want to be with, et 
Baa date party wa emery can't rraaa 
3o coma Fir day night 
Everything wB ba right 
And wel need a siesta 
After the Alpha Pfaaata! 
lOurero hi' Lori   
Get psyched lor the Alpha PM-aatal It's aaa 
date party you'll never forget! 
Loire, Kelfy 
JoeeMuno; 
I wfl support you in al thai you do, 
I wB nab you r> al that you need, 
I wB share wan you in al Biat you experience. 
I wB encourage you In al thai you By. 
I wB understand al that is si your heart. 
IwHOveyoumalthetyouare 
Te amo atemo — Lori  
JueaVi Green, Kidnap la toman aa. 
Oat Aeedyll  Love, Your Kidnapper. 
     QueeeWne? 
- Pledea al net Weeal! CanersluaUonel 
Kappaa. 
The brothers ol Thata Chi would Bte to Blank 
Ba) Kappaa and our Kappa ooachee for a ton 
weak, looking forward to a good year wan 
eyjoe ol Kappa Kappa Gamma  
KARREN APPLMANI 
Happy 20th! Hope ri Bte beat year yell 
MJIMory  
KD'e, 
We're tooting forward to a greet tee wrlh you 
TkePMTeua 
KaaynWal 
Just wanted to say again how happy I am to 
have you as my Bag Wel be the beet pa* yeti 
Alpha Phi love 8 eepeotalv nana, Kan 
KevaiTuty, 
The DG kldnep a aknoal here 
So Kevin don! you Nay 
I'm not who you Bank 
But oon'l worry aval party 8 drink 
So grab your boots 8 your gun 
cauaa we're gonna have ton lun fun' 
Your lodnappar 
KBtSTEN BUTTON 
ITT00K8OaaITIaaE.a«TIKNEW0URLUCK 
WOULD CrIANOt THANKS FOR MELPINO 
ME OVER THE ROUOH SPOTS. YOU AM THE 
SWEETEST EVERY DAYI HAVE A HAPPY 
SWEETEST DAY. 
LOVE, I 
I ee let'a party al rteahtl 
Lava, Baa Alpha Xl'e 
Kite, 
ARE YOU SURE you're ready tor the Alpha PN- 
Eato? Gat excited tor a great Bmell 
Amy 
KRBTY CLEMENTS ANO JB4 (WET) SHAF 
FER, CCraafUTULATIONS ON YOUR GAMMA 
PHI-PHI PSI LAVALJEPJNG  LOVE. THE StS- 
TERS OF GAMMA PM.  
Krtaty Ctemerai and Jan Staffer 
Congraejaaaona on your tJamrna PtePM Pal 
 Love ye! Suzanne 
Laura Caaaaaaaa. SAE Dream Queen CanoV 
data. Betng Queen a in our draarna tor you. 
Good Luokl Love your PH Mu Stoaara  
Laura M- 
Moviee. Bkja, To^ng and Lrbrarlea' Hang m 
there I'm aal proud to ba your sailer' 
Alpha Chi love and mine. 
Beth 
Laaee. 
Good luck on M (rye ol your midterms I know 
you'I do great beoauee you're my big! I LOVE 
Iff MM 
LTMIoheoe 
UL' KEUY GRAY: 
I'M 80 EXCITED YOU FOUND A OATEI 
OCT EXCITED FOR YOUR FIRST ALPHA PHI 
DATE PARTYI ARE YOU READY TO Pta> 
ESTA? 
LOVE, 8*3 JENNY 
UL' USA DOUGLAS 
Welcome to the ferrayi You're the beat! 
KDLOVE 
 BaQ LAURA I GHANOBIQ PATTY 
UL MKE. Hay Smaayl This weekend a* eee 
aoma aaator BVaatjiyi action. Treat thoee 
Atone Xl'a good et the warm-up 8 lien It'i 
Cansli er Buell Try not to eel a Noket oa thls 
roarJerka..Jta Hal Serioualy Ihoush. I'm eled 
you picked ma aa your Hg 8 I'd eke to 
walcems you to the laauty. Sag Ep Forever! 
Linda ObarUn 
Happy 21 at Birthday!!! 
You are a temfic Wend  I hope tha la your 
I birthday ever Watch out BG. hare she 
Love. Uea 
"UTTLE DEGENERATE" BZOPO 
THURSOAY waa great - » only we 
could recall On to MICHIGAN, but tha car 
oed and wa got B from aa the OREOS 
at Dootey'a! Thank goodneaa tor "Agnaa 
ol God" wan the NYLONS, stolen meV muge| 
and a»a«ra - POP! 
"BIG OUY" TIM 
Lltaa People Unaa' 
UtBa People Uneel 
LWe People Unaal 
We're MU and we're making rasldsnn IDs 
Hut much better Joan ua— 
Reetoarit Student Aaaodatlon 
Loo. Koo. 8 Boo Boo. 
Surprize! Hera's your flowers  although Nate 
ooutd ba datverlng Irjrnoffow — navar know. 
So when's me parBI? Gat paychad. we're 
gonna do It right 
Youra Truly, Troop #7 The Beaver Bunch 
LORBE. 
THANK YOU  FOR  ALL YOUR  LOVE AND 
CARE AIJ) FOR BEING SO SPECIAL TO ME 
YOU  ARE  THE  HAPPfeESS  IN  MY UFE 
HAPPY SWEETEST DAYI 
-ALL MY LOVE, VIC 
LSAT'alCAT'OIIAT'ORE 
NTE* CPA REVieWNClEX 
STANLEY KAPLAN ED. CENTER 
NO. 1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
 I41H8M-1701 TOLEDO  
Mark- 
Gonna Imf lun at the AJpha Phi eeta? Shore ya 
are! Maybe II even let vanna out ol the 
remgarator for the occasion See ya lor»ght 
"5Z 
Man. 
Theea past aix monthe have bean the beat ol 
my Be - Happy Oasslsst Day! 
Love, Dorme 
aMaaaat— 
4:00 a.m.71 7:00 a.tn?l Lova thoee ayn- 
chroraied alarm docks! Do you naad any Mr. 
Bubble Bas weekend? 
Love, Beth 
MKE CONNER 
Canoes are over. Friday Is here. You better 
take a sieeta so you're ready to Alpha Phl-eata 
T0NB3HT! 
Get exceed' 
22* 
I'M   LOOKING   FORWARD   TO   HAVBW   A 
GREAT TWE WITH YOU TONIGHT AT THE 
ALPHA PHFCSTA DATE PARTYI GET PSY- 
CHED! 
LOVE, KEUY 
eteXESHELLER 
I WANT YOUIII 
 YOUR lUfJflAPPER  
aBKESNELLER 
OH HOW QUAINT, THAT KIDNAP FALLS 
ON SWEETEST DAY 
THAT'S WHY I ASK YOU TO COME 
PLAY m THE HAY 
I'M GLAD YOU WH.L BE MY SWEET DATE 
OCT EXCITED CAUSE I CAN'T WAITIIII 
YOUW SWEET KIOWAPPER 
Mom and Dad. 
HAPPY ANNTVERSAHYI 
Love. FranMn 
My Dearest Scon. 
Happy Annrveraery' I can't baaava it's bean 6 
monthe Since that bus left Morrietown. Ten 
naiaaa I couldn't have asked lor e greater man 
to spend Baa Bma with Lars make a loraver! I 
LOVE YOU. Mary Ann.  
MY KOHL BUDDY 
Gel payched tor our Alpha Ptx-ESTA' Ware not 
only going to hava an exceesm Bma but we're 
going to hava one hea ol an oareaoma week- 
end! 
LUV YA. YOMI UL' WHEeTLBoO. BUDDY 
BAE 
HAPPY HOURS 
AT UPTOWN 
FraDAYfrSPM 
Over 280 pats ol Curduroy 8 Denim 
pares SS 00-814 95 
Jeana N Things 531 Fedge 
YOU'U NEED A SIESTA AFTER THE ALPHA 
Ptt-ESTAI GET READY TO DANCE THE 
RPBHT AWAYI 
LOVE. HEATHER 
Pte-ESTA BOUNO PHI 
TAU'S DAVE AND DAVE: 
FN8MY ■ HERE AND THE 
WEEKEND'S BEGUN. 
WITH YOUR ALPHA PM DATES IT 
WBJ. BE QUITE FUN. 
WE'LL PARTY AND DANCE THE 
WHOLE NaOHT LONG, 
AT THE ALPHA PHFESTA YOU 
JUST CAN'T 00 WRONG!! 
LOVE FROM YOUR PHI-ANT ASTrC PHI'S. 
JACKM AND JENNY 
PNMue 
Lara leea-n? at Bat 2nd Annual Gol Tea, 
Remember the 19th hole e) In every room 
The Thata Ohta 
Pledge Footbal Tcornernenl 
Tomorrow. I/M Fields 
Sponeored by BnaTJC and 'Thala CN 
Teal to ua kteaeay raWMs at 7:00 
Ml ahe aaaeeeH Caurt Roera 
RaaHsal 8l.li II AiiaclaMa 
SAM AMMriSBON eeat JOHN KRESSER 
Daa Oaa Kidnap 86 a naiaaVi' Ban Ba oonej 
and you. John and Sam. ara fetched w» eome 
rettae-rouain' gaa' So grab your rear and 
booeee loo. an Bel original weatorn hoadown 
a yeehanln' UM tor youl! 
love. Bay* Day llieeaeseieaT  
PREVIEW OAY VOLUNTEER! 
Juat a reminder tor Saturday a atoning Bmae 
Tour Guidse. Grand Bea-oom. 9:00 s m 
Runnera. Grand Bearoom, 9:00 am. 
Greeters. Grand Dal wail. 8:46 am. 
Rec Cantor Gutoaa. Rec Center. 9:30 em 
See ya mere - Aloha 
The 
P K - TB4E WENT SLOW - !T DID US GOOO 
BUT PM GLAD YOU'RE BACK. I MISSED YAI 
THtsaS WILL BE OK LOVE- YOUR JAP 
BAE 
BED RACE 
 INBOAY 1:10111  
■TeafKiy      GQOQn&MBtOCtt   Of    DaaaCOftWeQ    DaMan 
Some PI'a Ptedga caas vice preexttnt  I'm ao 
proud of youl I'm looking torwwd to a great 
year. Your Be3. MeCKI  
RlTONOA CHAMBEIUJ- 
THERE WOULDN'T BE A "GAVEL'' WITH- 
OUT YOUI YOU DID A GREAT JOB ON THE 
El I'M VERY PROUD Of YOUI 
LOVE. TOM 
&«itf BaaaaVaa: on your engagement 
to Keith Hector! 
Loveya. 
Pag, Arme. end Jen 
Rtoh Schrappei 
Do you know R'a me? 
Wel have the Beat Bma. youl aaa 
Who can I be? 
Tomorrow youl aaa. 
Your kidnapper! 
Once Dee Gee kidnap hnely arrives 
RI be ao much run I hope you aurvtve 
a/I go on aa night 
horn duak to day aght 
So remember your dues the! you get to keep 
«nd pleeea Rick try to gel enough sleep 
Love. Your IQdnapper 
Get payched tor a great 
PnllHe data party. 
Ome et the AJpha 
Love. Marda 
ROO- 
Get payched cauaa you deserve 
the beat little ever! 
RM (ALPHA UPSH.ON) 
SAE MARK RHONE MUS 
I CANT THINK OF A BETTER WAY 
THAN TO BE WITH YOU ON SWEETEST DAYI 
BUT, BEFORE THAT DAY WBJ. 
COME TO PASS 
ALPHA FIBE8TA DATE PARTY 
WILL BE A BLAST! 
80 GRAB YOUR SOMBRERO 
ANOTACOSTOO 
ANO OCT READY TO PARTY THE WHOLE 
NIGHT THROUGH! 
GET PSYCHED, MARK 
I LOVE YOU. 
c.w. 
SAE'S 
N's been oemHo etnee we've bean over, but 
we're eled are ImaBy made n_ Thanks tor tha 
great werm-up, let's do N again aoon 
Lore, the AJpha Game  
SAE 
1R0 ANNUAL 
BED RACE 
WHEN: 1:10 FRIDAY 
WHERE: RIDGE ST. IN 
FRONT OF MAC QUAD 
HAPPY HOURS 
FOLLOWING RACES AT 
UPTOWN FROM 8-8 
PRIZES AND DRINK SPECIALS 
 ALL WELCOME  
Sanor Donald Waanen. 
aaa eagre para AJpha Pni ealal vo ee qua 
arvjrernoe un buen Bempo. Sara mas meter 
qua conatruya ceetaos da arena 
Get Psyched" 
ml amor y oeoe de tupetea 
Senurita TrlelVPani 
SHARI D, CATHY S. CINDY R. KRIS C. 
DENtSEP- 
Happy Sweatee! Day to the SWEETEST' 
—Loa of Love. MICHELLE P 
SISTERS OF KAPPA DELTA. 
Are you ready lor a weekend ol unity and 
atrong salerhood? Tonight la the beginning ol 
EXCELLENCE!! "PX" is finely here  See you 
tonight! 
Love I A.O.T 
The "PX" Team 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
M 
VB3EO COW«CTION 
Mon.-Thurs. 
VCR rental 8 2 tapes 
ol your choice only SB 99 
(located behind Open Pantry) 
SUPER JOB - TERPJ! YOU'RE A GREAT 
ALPHA PH PLEDGE PRESIDENT!! 
LOVE. THE PLEDGES  
| WHAT COULD IT BE? 
COME TO THE HOUSE AND YOU WILL SEE. 
PACK YOUR BAGS FOR OVER NIGHT. 
CAUSE THIS WEEKEND'S GOtNG TO BE OUT 
Of SIGHT. BEE YOU AT 8*0 ALPHA OJUBB. 
SUSAN 8MITON 
To Ba beat me Bare ooutd ever ba 
Just had to tal you how much our Mendahip 
meana to me! 
Love, your Kappa big, Janet  
Susanna, Tneafa lave aura cltorsjed aanca 
rev leal personal. I think we both agree that 
-j can coma true N aa took for hope 
..—i oar hearts. Hope you have a nice 
weekend 8 wtehing you a nappy eweotoet 
day to my favorite eweetheen I 
Lees. Ctassafea.  
Sury Buramen and Jenny Moaar Cofaaratula- 
tsane on  your  newly  elected  portona  In 
NMPC. Way lo golll 
lave, ease- aroud Ibaapa efetera  
Sweatee! Day a Sat . Oct. 19 
Deeght your sweeta with a 
BALLOON BOOUET from 
BALLOON BUSTERS 
362-1209 
Loweat pricee In town 
SwooBaort Roaaa 1 Dozen ArrangadSSJM 
3 Carraaon Bud vase and Mylar baann 17.88 
12 Cemeeone Boxed and Box ol Candy 110.15 
Floret Ongmeie by Gregory Scone 
61B E Wooaaar, 352-5148. Wa itoHai 
TEJ, 
I'a the heaplaal person In the world because 
al yaall Thanks! 
Hsppy aaraeteat Day! 
Loveyau. 
TeW 
Tarl 
Happy Sweeteet Day 
Lova. Soon 
Terry l»Mey. 
Sal  exerted  tar  she  bet 
thirty- DO Weetam KMaapll Can you open 
Lova. 
JSmUtmggm 
The oeo reeee wM ee our chance 
The Atahe Chl'a aaa be. 
OOt 001 A-X-OI 
Leas, Oaf aaa' KMs 8 TaasL .__ 
To al ot you 206 S Summii Mwdoara: 
Friday rtght youl al ba aoraarrahg Tun" 
Meiocenaroma * here and you crery 
a onty begun Tn/ to make a wehout me 
wB be hard'! But between ahedun' end 
Ouartera. I know. me. you wfl 
II ba et home, youl know what ri 
ba doing What can I aay? Oat man, card heads. 
and wrintoee equaaa grooving!! 
Lova you guys 
LIBa Womey lalss J.B I 
Baal let Bat iliMlin al iiMardai or aha 
dread el tomeiiua ruin the only dey you 
aaeex-asMah la essay. Tha ■amarlaa remain 
Day tram ate house of aha Heart. We Love 
Yea AM. The eVaahera ril Ssaaa Phi E»atlon 
THE HEAT IS ONI 
Ever seen RtCH DUBLER dance are? You wB 
SMurday. UK welch, eaten and enjoy Ba BG 
MArlC»srlG3ANO Rich wB akjn autographaa 
Theeleterael Alpha Chi Omsaa would Bke to 
aaapafl aa talablMl ear tooth birthday A 
oeeoal thanks to Phi Mu, Alpha Taa Omega, 
aaesM AJpha Epaaan, PI Kappa AJpha end 
PN Kopea Tsu. 
Lore. Baa AJpha Chl'a 
THE 
SNAKE 
DANCE 
IB 
COBBMOI  
TheaClat 
The PN Mus era getan' ready to Bering Into 
ecOon tonight et our Second Annual Thea Chi- 
Pla Mu Go« Tee' See you et Tee-oH Tkne 
Love. Ba Phi Mue 
TTaea OvUNOEII 
PumpkJn SMB. Oot. 23 
11-3 p.m.. Student Servfcee Forum 
Sponeored by Chanoaa Board 
TMBE^EXBaLE DEGREE PROGftAM 
ABn. al freshmen anatfpaahg a 3 3 average 
Bas year   Devotee an ndMduaUed general 
educaaon program mexlmUing auch opaona ee 
double meters   Sea Beth Casey. Cantor for 
Acadarrec Opaona for deara'anparaflon toma 
TO ALL AXO FOOTBALL PLAYERS: 
GET READY TO BLOCK. PASS, ANO RUN 
AXO FOOTBALL   PLAYERS  ARE  NUMBER 
ONE. LET'S DO mi 
LOVE KATB1 ANO LESUE 
To at of our BAE Dates   Feck. Jama. Kirk. 
Oeve. Sam. Mka. Jerry, Juseh. Duncan. Kevin. 
BB. Joh. Skip. Crete. Scott. Brant, Guldo, Paul, 
San. Doug, end Darren 
You've welted ao long — the Bma Is hare. 
The moat ongtral waetem ie drawing near. 
Wa wont ba going tack In Bma" 
But a night wah Ba DG'a aura a "prime"! 
You wonl aay •v/heaver"' when you — your 
dale. 
Being Bad up and bandtoteed by a DO IB greet' 
No mora togas or reggae or Greek Revaw 
t-l-M But N Juat party*!' western wah youl 
So poked your boots and arena up your apura. 
Whee the wldaet Data Party ol the year occurs! 
...ENOUGH SAID.. 
Love. Your DO KJOnoppsre 
Tom 
Gat exdted for the Alpha Fte-Estal I'm payched 
tor you to be here!' 
Love. Sue 
TOM JACKSE ens) MKE ROOF 
Friday's fkalty hare we're Ballad swhile, 
R'a Bma to party Mexican style! 
Tha FeeeMBii begin at I, ao oon'l ba aaa, 
'ceuee are can  guarantee 1MB night'II ba 
great! 
You're going on a hunt, but don't worry 
K you drink up feet you'll ba dona In a hurry, 
Bo (Ot reeled now, bake a long si esta, 
Baoauaa you two are headed for tha 
ALPHA PHFESTAIM 
Love. Tma end Leeae 
TOM. TOCO. Teat. faCK. EVAN. 
ANO STACEY'S DATE: 
ALPHA-PrflESTA Is finely here. 
So gat ready to party and drink lots ot BEER 
Partying al night a whet we do beat. 
MEXICAN STYLE put to Ba test!! 
Your PN dews Sue. Katy, Juae. Jody. 
Dabble end Saoey        
TO MY FAVORITE PHI TAU, 
IRUVYOU. 
IRUVYOU. 
IRUVYOU, 
8B»CEWELY, D-SOUARE 
TO MY IB. AUDREY 
HAVE A GREAT 8WITHDAYI 
I HOPE ITS THE BEST ONE EVERI 
LOVE YOUR BIO aaaYJJTTE  
To my Into buddy Happy Sweeteet Dey! I mlee 
you ao vary much. I wah I was wah you now! 
Don't worry, wel be together soon. 
Lova you a bunch. Pen 
To my naw Bkj Brother In SAE 
from U'l Indeoendenl me 
I'm vary happy since we mat 
you've helped e tot with my upset 
Graaful Bat you understand 
Ba way I'm teeing lately and 
I'd Bte to Bank you • I may 
wah Baa poem: m Bas way 
lor being a good friend 
PS What are you, sajpia?  
To my Paeudo-Bro Bunky, 
We've come a long way atece we ware 3 
when I hrst met you and you first met me 
And today you coabrMo the Big 2! 
Whether you But R or not you're going to have 
tun! 
Love your Paeuoo-Sa 
To our dates Chris Save end Randy Lothrop. 
Looking forward lo a great data party' 
Start M Sundance M 6:001 
Lova. your Alpha PN Dales 
CodBaandM.nl 
TO OUR "FAVORITE'' DELTS 
M8XE DUFFY 4 BRIAN JONES: 
WELL FRIDAY IS FnVALLY HERE, 
AND THE ALPHA PHI-ESTA DRAW* NEAR, 
WE HOPE YOU TOOK A L-ON-Q SIESTA 
BECAUSE   THIS    PARTY    IB   DEFINITELY 
GC4NO TO BE A PtB-ESTAI 
LOVE   YOUR   "FAVORITE"   ALPHA   PHIS 
aBCHELLE 8 AUBBA  
Te ear raaaraa darts' 
■asm,   Bobbie   Brady.   David,   Tenner,   and 
Ralph. 
Haas you heard the ateet printed M the BG 
A tornado la brewing, ao to the Chl-O house 
you had better crural 
Far a early of drinking and dancing you |uet 
cen'IpseeBy 
WM you survive tha etorm or party out and 
da? 
Love your ChK) delaa. 
aaaae. Laaae. Bear! and Heidi  
TO OUR UL PUPS: 
"SOME NrOHT SOON 
WHEN WE ALL RETURE 
LIT UB SHOW YOU HO W 
WE CAN SET YOUR BOOSES ON FIRE." 
LOVE, YOUR BUDDBM 6 aULSSEURS 
To T Ba TurBs: 
Leave your anal M home and gat ready tor 
tonight Youl naad an AIL-DAY Sieeta aflar Ba 
Alpha Phtasto Love. Maee  
TUNA BOAT OANG: 
Drir* a ootd Amsrtoan bear tor ma (Prat. UM) I 
rreas you guys! 
Love ya. your French connection. 
Cars Anne 
P.S. The Ohio Scops » epreeowjl!  
imeklng 
WANTED: 
DAVID GOOD (ALIAS "DO") 
LOVE, 
TOUR "00" luWlAMett 
Janes Lewa wfl ba eaten from tea home on 
October 19.  19SS   Where wfl he be token 
to? 
Answer: Hal be M Ba   Dee. Gamma Weetem 
luarap''ll Ytosel  
Trying to decide what cotora look beat on you? 
Or doee your wardrobe need a aft? For Informs- 
Bon on COLOR ANALYSalcal 372-1734 
EARFMRCBsO 
KLEVER8 JEWELERS 
 la»4Xaa-|, 88-88 anal UP  
TheBookelop 
Wa are hare to eerve youl' 
•Direct Saa comtes'QMAT-GRE'LSAT 
1082 N  Main 363-6877 
Wendy Irsjrem— 
Ttanta tor being the greatest hy Unkar ever! 
Get reedy for the Pta-eea tonight 
AJpha PN Love and mine. Kan 
When you teat. fSA Batanal 
Brine; soar aaaae to ear mseetnga. 
Monday asaMs at 7 In the Student 
•id latuda. cletto 
XO-a 
Oat ready to dance Ba mght away Tha Alpha 
Stgs cant aaa to hava a greet tee with you 
Love. The AJpha SOs 
YAHOOI YAHOOI 
I enaey lavs a bigl I could lave never gueeeed R 
would be you. though I woutonl have warned 
anyone aaal You're Ba greatest, and I know 
you wfl afwaya be Ba beat big ever. Looking 
forward to euper cool snaa ahead, but II have 
to keep you away from big wtaea and pickup 
sucks! Love ya teta! 
 Your ur Michea 
YUM. HERE'S TO AM EXCELLENT WEEKENO- 
KB>NAP, SWEETEST DAY 8 OUR 21RD 
■arjNTN—I LOVE YOUI TAD, 
BAE 
BED RACE 
FTflDAY 1:10111 
71 YEARS OF CAMNQ 
71 YEARS OF CARING 
71 YEARS OF CARING 
OUTDOOR EDUCATION INTERNS 
For teaching and eupervieion ol young students 
M two oamps In Ohio Room and Board plus 
»40/week Contact Cooperative Education al 
372-2461 or vaR 222 AdmeaaaBon Buadteg 
tornervaw 
LOST   Gold Watch  In or near Henna. Sentl 
a' It found, paaaa eel 362-6043. 
October Perm Sale - 827.00 
Gamby Heir Solon et 
Ufarane- 352-5815 
J.T.a PIZZA > CARRYOUT 
OPEN TIL 3 am. Thurs . Fit.. Sat 
 362-6476  
S* Footbal Mum Coraegee 
$2 00 Denver ad 
CORSAGES N SUCH 
362-6070 
Now at your chance to give yor bedroom 40* 
more space wRh a toft For aifornaBon on toft 
atyae. opBons. ratae. cradR and ordering your 
Wl. ca8 now Cat The Lofl ConetrucBon and 
Storage Service 352-3838 (9 5 HP,. 
Tutor tor Acct. 222 
I 2.6874 
8181817 
JUST WANTED TO WISH YOU LUCK AT 
YOUR FBtST HOME SERIES! DONT LET THE 
LAKERS SLOW YOU DOWN. CAUSE WE 
HATE WHEN THAT HAPPENS! LOVE, YOUR 
'■TTrnrffaafffr" 
WANTED 
Femeie to eubka 
St Ctoaa to campua. tow rant, private oao- 
. CeR Janet or Diene at 152-8809 tor 
1   male   roommate  tor  Spring  Semester, 
bedroom apartment CM 372-4288 
Qreduete Studant neede an apertment or 
room Ba rant for Noisrabw end December 
only. CeR Mary at 172-1408. 
2 Femeie roornmaaaa needed lor Spring to rant 
apt, doee to campus. CM) 363-9605 
Female roommate needed to aubtaaaa house 
aprtng earraater Plisai eel 353-2905 
Female raraeseato needed to aublaaaa aoerl- 
esaM aaa and/or Spring semester. Can Man/ 
« 152-4414  
Non-smoking, female roommate needed to 
aubaaaa apartment for spring aemaatar. Ctoaa 
to campua - UnfveraRy Courts — Caa 352 
4709 
1   OR   2  FEMALES   TO   SUBLEASE   APT 
SPRBeG   SEMESTER    ONE   BLOCK  FROM 
CAMPUS. FURNISHED. PAY 8140 FOR 2. 
S236 FOR 1 PLUS ELECTRIC 
CALL 352-3400  
HELP WANTED 
Meager among bright, onorgoBc IrvJMduM 
wah InRlaBve to handle the operation of Kinko's 
a prograeeh a quiok copy shop Herd work, tong 
hours, reaarded with exceeant banana and 
aaary Opportunity for edvencemenl Varied 
educetUaVwork experiencea welcome. Sand 
reeume to: fonkoa of ONo Inc.. 174 Cunte Hal 
Pkwy  <6. Kant. Ohio. 44240  
KEYBOARD PLAYER needed to complete rock 
band. Eojepment n ry   IntareaHd? Caa 
Daveat 372-1067 
Need Irtaaadeealy DoormarvBarlender Mr 
BoRngkaa 893 S Main Street. 362-0737. ask 
torCrnaf.  
FOR SALE 
CadBBa^EBJorBdOPFTer^ond^uragooO 
Asking SI.000 or beat otter Must eel Ph t 
352.1520.f214. 
I960 FIESTA. EC. ONLY 40 K MILES. RED. 
8UNPKXJF. NEW BRAKES. AM-FM STEREO. 
8-TRACK. ASKJNG $3250 623-3020 EVE- 
NINGS 
Hutre Used FumRure   Rudolph   66e-3261 
Opsn 6-6 MondsyFriday 
. vanity 8 bad, R'a pine 876.00 tor al 
Baaa Hava French Prov. dreeaar. axcea 
cond  $60.00. 669-2431 
1976   PONTIAC   GRAND   LeMANS 
Rune Good  $300 or best offer. Cat 364- 
6702 
1977CAPfaCECLASSK; 
HAS EVERYTHING 
Runs graaVdependeba! work, tripe, home. etc. 
ONLY $950 (ot offer) - CALL 364-6003 
TaaaTX SINCLAIR 1008 CUMPUTER. IB K 
aarTaORT MODULE, T.V. MONITOR. ANO 
BsaTRUCTION MANUAL. CALL 184-1858 AF- 
TER I P.M. 
1TA XO-M 18 MM CAMERA. AUTO- 
WIND, TELEPHOTO LENSE, ANO OTHER 
ACCES. PACKAGE DEAL ONLY. CALL 18a- 
1888 AFTER 8 P.M 
FOR SALE: BONY FULL FEATURE REMOTE 
CONTROL COMPACT HfOENSITY COMPO- 
NENT SYSTEM WejUTCrBNO SPEAKERS 
s*«aFlCATWNS: 100 WATTS TOTAL OUT- 
PUT. 7 BAND OBUPMC EQUALIZER ANO 
SPECTRUM ANALYZER, 4 BAND TUNER (FM, 
SW1. BW1, MWL BAND C DOLBY Nfl ANO 
AUTOMATIC MUSK SEARCH - 8700 Of) 
BEST OFFER. FOR MORE INFO. CALL FAD! 
AT 152-B14I 
FOB)   ■ALE:   KENWOOD   AuOKWIOEO   RE- 
CEIVER. 128 WATTS T. OUTPUT ANO DIGI- 
TAL FREQUENCY DISPLAY - NED. 1180. 
AIWA FaM TAPE DECK -8120 
CUSTOM MADE SPEAKERS - 870 
WHOLE SET FOR 8880. FOR MORE INFO. 
CALL FAM AT 151-4141 
TV.  RCA,  BTW,   10".  MAKE  OFFER 362- 
2737. B-11 p.m.  
FLIGHT TICKET FKXJNOTPaP REDUCED RATE 
ANYWHERE H US FOR FEMALE CALL 362- 
1692. 
Must ee*. Holywood/Day bad Bast offer Cel 
362 1220 
FOR RENT 
I House. $140 00 per/month, utfltas 
paid and own room 21 7 S Coiege. 
CM 364-7647, Ron 
l Apt tor Spring 
Ctoaa to campus, ledge St. M you pay a gas 
From 1-4 people Cat 364-7171 
Two bedroom upper 
Lleeeee turnahed Downtown 
 362-6822 
814765/monttv   6iT 
■i^nri .qa^ c 352-M2Q ipr eitotnaBon 
oV(ie^~ 
Students seek psychological help 
by Lorl Hohlbdn 
Friday reporter 
Everyone knows it can be ben- 
eficial to talk with somebody 
about a personal problem, and 
most of us know someone willing 
to make their ear available on 
occasion. But talking about an 
issue rarely changes it, and 
while a friend may be long on 
sympathy and understanding, 
they may lack the training, 
skills, and experience necessary 
to really help. 
Fortunately, there are individ- 
uals at University who have 
made a career of just that. 
The Counseling and Career 
Development Center, located in 
the Student Services Building, 
offers students a professional 
hand in coping with concerns 
such as personal and familial 
relationships, depression, sex- 
ual matters and career deci- 
sions. Confidentiality is assured. 
Parents receive no notification 
of counseling; potential employ- 
ers or other University person- 
nel have no access to any 
information without the ex- 
pressed written consent of 
the client. 
Although the aid is readily 
available, few students are con- 
fident in taking the first step; 
thus, many are nudged towards 
receiving counseling at the Cen- 
ter. This poke may come from 
RAs, clergymen, professors or 
friends. 
Then it's only a matter of 
arranging an interview appoint- 
ment by phone or by visiting. At 
the interview, a staff member 
determines whether the student 
can best be aided by the Center's 
resources. 
Referring students to other 
services is a part of the network- 
ing that exists between the Cen- 
ter and such agencies as The 
Link and the University's Health 
and Community Services Cen- 
ter. 
"People don't know 
how to respond 
when you tell them 
you're seeing a 
counselor." 
"We may get a referral from a 
clergyman when a student is 
having trouble dealing with con- 
flicts between his whole value 
system - perhaps his religious 
beliefs-and what he is living 
with," said Center director Ro- 
man Carek. "If that student gets 
counseling, we respect his be- 
liefs. It's important to still see 
the priest, or whomever. 
"There are a lot of places for 
students to go if they don't want 
to come here and that's encour- 
aging to know," he added. 
The professionals to whom 
students open up to every week 
are doing more than simply ful- 
filling a role or performing a job. They're creating a personal 
bond that gets strengthened with 
each counseling session. 
According to Dr. Barbara Kal- 
man, a Center psychologist, 
relationships filled with concern 
and care are formed. "They're 
not sterile. They're not the doc- 
tor/patient relationships," she 
said. 
Her feelings are shared by 
students. "The people at the 
Center really want to get to 
know you as a person, one 
client said. "I've unloaded quite 
a bit on my counselor. She 
seemed very concerned and em- 
pathetic. But she let me solve 
my own problems; she didn't sit 
back and say, 'What do you 
think?' She let me take solutions 
and deal with them." 
"We'd like to be seen as part 
of the educational process in 
helping students learn skills in 
coping," Carek said. "We want 
to help students integrate what 
they learn in and out of the 
classroom. There's a heck of a 
lot of education going on out 
there. Sometimes it comes with 
some pain, risk and discomfort. 
But that's really all a part of 
growing." 
Contrary to what one might 
guess, the Center gets an equal 
sampling of students from all 
classes. Freshmen tend to have 
more adjustment-oriented prob- 
lems, while extremely career- 
centered students might receive 
counseling until graduation. 
"You do some things, go out 
and try some things, and then 
you come back. And from a 
Counseling psychologist Elizabeth 
Center. 
career slant, that also makes 
sense," Carek said. 
Linda, a graduate student, 
initially sought therapy for test 
anxiety, shifting the focus to 
personal concerns only after 
feeling comfortable with her 
counselor. She remained a client 
Friday/I. Leo Tune 
Yarris talks with a student at the Counseling and Career Development 
at the Center throughout her 
stay at the University. 
"There was no gray in my life 
until a year ago," she said. "You 
were either weak or strong, 
black or white. I learned that 
even strong people are weak and 
can cry. I gained courage and a 
new awareness." 
Linda was happy with the pro- 
rs she was making, no mat- 
how painful it might have 
been at times. "The therapist 
helped me make discoveries 
• See Psychology, page 9. 
Sweetest day is sweet success 
for lovers and businesses alike 
by John Dimming* 
and Wendy Bridges 
Friday reporters 
Photo Illustration/Dave Kleimeyer 
"Sweetest Day — a day to 
celebrate the meaning of 
relationships, friendships and 
a special person's nearness." 
If Webster's Dictionary had a 
definition of Sweetest Day. 
that's probably what it would 
be, according to Bart Ho- 
brath, Supervisor of Cor- 
porate Communications and 
Public Relations for Ameri- 
can Greetings in Cleveland. 
"Sweetest Day is a lot like 
Valentine's Day," Hobrath 
said. "It has somewhat the 
same meaning, but it started 
quite differently." 
According to The Complete 
Book On American Holidays, 
the idea of Sweetest Day was 
conceived about SO years ago 
by a man in Cleveland who 
wanted to show the city's 
orphans that they were re- 
membered. He distributed 
small gifts with the help of 
friends and neighbors on a 
Saturday in October. 
Other sources claim that 
the holiday was begun by 
some Cleveland businesses 
who were simply out to make 
a faster buck. Regardless of 
the holiday's origins, it is now 
celebrated each October on 
that month's third Saturday. 
"Since then, the holiday has 
spread across the state. Ho- 
brath said. He added that 
Sweetest Day has been cele- 
brated in parts of Indiana, 
Kentucky and Pennsylvania 
for about SO years. Although it 
is beginning to spread across 
the country, Sweetest Day is 
still a "very local" holiday, 
he said. 
As the occasion is acknowl- 
edged tomorrow in the Bowl- 
ing Green area, two aspects 
of the community will be af- 
fected - surrounding busi- 
nesses and organizations 
which recognize the day for 
promotional purposes, as well 
as the people who participate 
in the holiday. 
Local gift and card shops 
and florists began preparing 
for Sweetest Day at least a 
month in advance by placing 
appropriate cards on the 
shelves, hanging posters and 
creating showcases suggest- 
ing gift ideas. 
Around Bowling Green, 
flower orders have increased 
tremendously. At Myles 
Flowers, many extra flowers 
have been stocked to keep 
pace with customer demand. 
Meredith Myles, manager of 
the store, said florists got into 
selling flowers for Sweetest 
Day about 20 years ago. 
,fCandy began to become 
taboo with the fitness craze," 
she said. "In terms of sales, 
Sweetest Day is gaining on 
Valentine's Day but Valen- 
• See Sweetest, page (. 
Frog tales told 
CINCINNATI (API - Talk of 
phantom frogs and other tales 
will fill the halls of a Cincinnati 
hotel this week as folklore enthu- 
siasts gather to swap tall sto- 
ries. 
Organizers said they expected 
about 600 American and Euro- 
pean folklorists to attend the 
American Folklore Society's an- 
nual meeting. 
It runs through this weekend 
at a downtown hotel. 
The enthusiasts say folklore is 
more than lust the study of Ap- 
palachian dulcimer players and 
Paul Bunyan. They contend that 
folklore is happening every day. 
"One of the first filings I tell 
my students is that we're all the 
folk." said Edgar Slotkin, a 
folklore professor at the Univer- 
sity of Cincinnati. 
Stories about the so-called 
Loveland Frog have survived 
for several decades in the area 
of Loveland, a community about 
25 miles northeast of Cincinnati. 
The phantom beast, reported 
to have been seen on foggy 
nights now and then, has been 
described as being about six feet 
tall. 
"It hasn't been seen too re- 
cently. It's never hurt anyone, 
but it gets spotted occasion- 
ally," Slotkin said. 
"It happens in a cycle that I 
haven't been able to pin down. It 
hasn't been sighted in a while, 
actually, so I expect it to show 
up fairly soon." he said. 
He said Cincinnati has at- 
tracted folklorists' attention be- 
cause of the persistent, but 
baseless, rumors that linked the 
Cincinnati-based Procter & 
Gamble Co. to Satan, which the 
company has repeatedly denied 
as vicious falsehoods. 
"That's a world-famous leg- 
end now," Slotkin said. "What s 
really interesting about it is the 
way Procter & Gamble re- 
sponded to it, in trying to stomp 
it out and almost calling atten- 
tion to it by suing people for 
disseminating it. 
"One wishes they had hired a 
folklorist to give them some 
advice about it," he said. 
"That may sound self-serving, 
but in point of fact, they weren't 
S;oing to stop it that way. When a 
egend takes root like that, it's 
only going to grow if you draw 
attention to it,   he said. 
The folklorists gathering for 
the convention include Cincin- 
nati blues harmonica player and 
singer Steve Tracy. He is to 
perform in concert Saturday at 
a Cincinnati nightclub with Big 
Joe Duskin and Pigmeat Jar- 
rett, two of the blues musicians 
Tracy has discovered in Cincin- 
nati. 
Tracy said he found Jarrett 
and other blues players in recent 
years by tracking down streets 
mentioned in Cincinnati blues 
recordings from the 1920s and 
1930s. 
"When I met Pigmeat, he told 
me he hadn't played piano in 15 
years," Tracy said. 
His folklore interest developed 
naturally, Tracy said. 
"I never did it scientifically or 
anything," he said. "But some- 
times, all it takes is just to be 
sincere and interested." 
^(mCyhc- c^faujs' 
Has the rising divorce rate changed your attitude toward marriage? 
Interviews by/Bub Symbolik 
TODD MATTO, sophomore 
businessmajor, Cincinnati: "I'd 
have to be involved with some- 
one a lot longer to get to know 
the person." 
SHELLEY LONG, junior sec- 
ondary education major, Ur- 
ban: " It scares me, maybe 
living together may be better. If 
you 67 mis first, you can see if 
you get along." 
ROB GRENDOW, senior ad- 
vertising major, Norwalk: "My 
parents just recently got di- 
vorced, and that's enough to be 
sore I don't want to be married. 
It's too easy to get divorced." 
PETE POTENZINI. sopho- 
more IPOO major, Steubenville: 
"Now it seems like D 
isn't for keeps. If I got 1 
I'd make sure I'd want to 1 
toe rest of my life with them." 
BETH MACY, senior journa- 
lism major, Urbana: "I think 
when you're head over heels in 
love with someone it doesn't 
matter. But you have to be care- 
ful." 
Friday/ Jim SakoU 
KIM MONROE, junior math- 
/physical education major, Van 
Wert: "I'd like to wait longer. 
Too many people rush into mar- 
riage to find that they really 
donH love each other." 
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TV Theme book hums with fun 
by Lisa Ullimore 
Friday reporter 
Just sit right back and 
you'll hear a tale, 
A tale of a fateful trip 
That started from this tropic 
port 
Aboard this tiny ship. 
Are you a trivia theme song 
buff? If so, you probably rec- 
ognized this as the first 
stanza to the song from "Gil- 
ligan's Island." 
You can entertain your 
friends with dozens of songs 
like this one ifyou get The TV 
Theme Song Sing-Along Song 
Book (Volume Two) 
The book, written by John 
Javna, contains lyrics, trivia 
Suizzes and unusual facts for 
) television shows, cartoons 
and commercials. 
Remember "The Mary 
Tyler Moore Show"? The 
book tells us that this half- 
hour situation comedy first 
aired on CBS on September 
19, 1970. Moore's first tele- 
vision role, however, was 
playing a three-inch pixie in a 
refrigerator ad. The pixie, 
named Happy Hotpoint, jumped out of an ice tray 
saying, "Hi, Harriet. Aren't 
you glad you bought a Hot- 
point?" 
The book also contains un- 
known lyrics to such shows as 
"Hogan's Heroes," "The 
Oda Couple," "Looney 
Tunes,'' and "The 
Ministers." The Ministers 
may shake your hand clam- 
mily/ But they're not nec- 
essarily dead? Behind the 
house you mustn 't be afraid/ 
To see a figure digging with a 
spadego the lyrics. Other 
' funster'' trivia includes the 
fact that it took two hours to 
transform Fred Gwynne into 
Herman Munster. Gwynne's 
face was covered with 
grease, balloon rubber, and 
yellow-green makeup. To 
make the 6-foot-Wive-inch, 
180-pound Gwynne look mas- 
sive he wore pants and a 
Jacket stuffed with foam and 
0-pound boots with built-in 5- 
incn heels. Gwynne's cos- 
tume was so hot that he lost 
tenpounds sweating in it. 
The book is packed with 
other bits of knowledge: 
• "Love American Style" 
spawned two new  shows - 
f
'Happy  Days"  and  "The 
Love Boat." 
• Barbara Eden, who 
starred in "I Dream Of Jean- 
nie," was forced by censors to 
ut a flesh-covered cloth plug 
her naval so it wouldn'l 
show while filming. 
• The name or the titled 
character in "Gilligan's Is- 
£ 
land" was picked out of the 
Los Angeles phone book. 
And finally, how many of 
Clmew Mister Rogers is a 
byterian minister? 
And now a song from a 
sponsor. Sometimes I feel like 
a nut/ Sometimes I don't/ 
Almond   Joy   got   nuts- 
Mounds don't/ Almonds 
Joy's got chocolate... m- 
mm... munchy nuts too/ 
Mounds got chocolate and 
chewy coconut... oob... 
Some added features of the 
book include a lesson on how 
to play television theme songs 
on your push button telephone 
ana an invitation to join the 
TV Theme Song Fan Club- 
The Tuneful Viewer's So- 
ciety for the Preservation of 
TV Theme Songs (TVTSFC - 
TTVSFTPOTVTS, that is). 
You can buy The TV Theme 
SongSing-AlongSong Book in 
The University Book Store for 
$5.95. The author, John 
Javna, has also written How 
To Jitterbug, 60's!, Cult TV, 
and The TV Theme Song Sing- 
Along Song Book (Volume 
One). 
I'm so glad we had this time 
together/ Just to have a laugh 
or sing a song/ Seems we just 
get started and before you 
know it/ Comes the time we 
have to say so long.. 
Gift guide great 
by Kelly Rote 
Friday reporter 
When it comes to birthdays or 
holidays, do you find yourself 
mindlessly walking through 
stores trying to find the perfect 
gift? Or spending endless hours 
poring over the latest Sear Wish- 
book? The answer to this ancient 
Cem is now revealed in The 
tine Spaghetti Fork and 
Other Items You Cant Live 
Without, a 79i>age book filled 
with gadgets that are sure to be 
unparalleled gifts. 
Cris Cristofaro and Joanna 
Cotler are the authors of the 
book which "solves" many, if 
not all, gift-buying problems and 
even eliminates leaving the 
house by including prices and 
ordering information. You can 
forget all about K-Mart. 
This is not an ordinary cata- 
logue. This book offers such 
unusual gift ideas as a Car John. 
For a mere $3.88 a Car John can 
be purchased with the exuberant 
claim that "When rest areas are 
too far away it relieves more 
than just tension." 
If you are bored with your 
appearance and can't afford a 
new dress or a new hairstyle, 
then a pair of four-inch, pointed 
alien ears would certainly be a 
new look for anyone. These at- 
tention-getters would set you 
back only $2.98. 
How many people love to see 
wind chimes but lust hate the 
annoying noise they make? 
Foam rubber wind chimes will 
end that nuisance for just $5.05. 
The Rotating Spaghetti Fork 
and Other Items You Can't Live 
Without also helps you shop for 
your favorite pet for special 
occasions. A sleeping bag for 
your dog is a mere $17.50 - not 
too much to spend on a sleeping 
bag for man's best friend. Not 
many dogs have have the luxury 
of sleeping in a nice, warm 
sleeping bag. 
For cat-lovers, the book offers 
a solution to those smelly litter 
boxes. The Tabby Toilet Trainer 
will teach your cat to use a toilet 
and eliminate all litter boxes. 
This particular item is a real 
bargain since it includes special 
herbs and a complete instruc- 
tion book to that will have your 
cat using the toilet in no time. 
Cristofaro and Cotler wrote 
the book to solve shopping prob- 
lems and also provide humor to 
theproducts offered in the book. 
The Rotating Spaghetti Fork 
and Other Items You Can't Live 
Without would itself make a 
great gift for anyone with even a 
small sense of humor. 
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS 
PROUDLY 
INTRODUCES ITS 
Friendly Service Program 
This service will provide volunteers on a 
temporary basis for various reasons for the 
Bowling Green community at large. Volunteers 
will be given a 24-hour notice before their services 
are needed. If you have any questions, call the VIP 
office at 372-8088 or 353-0378. 
jAmerican Heart 
'Association 
COMING SOON TO BOWLING GREEN 
STEREO SALE 
fgjiir^ rrm 
A COMPLETE SELECTION OF QUALITY 
NAME BRAND STEREO COMPONENTS WILL 
BE OFFERED AT VERY SPECIAL PRICES 
NOV. 1 & 2. WATCH FOR DETAILS 
PRESENTED BY 
Hart Audio Audio Works 
UlCttOWC UtviCI AMO WAS. 
Sweetest day 
(Continued from page 7) 
tine's Day sales are still much 
bigger." 
Other florists in Bowling 
Green agree. "The idea is catch- 
ing on in the outlying areas," 
said Julianna Hott, manager of 
the Flowerhouse. "It nelps 
brighten up the fall season 
somewhat." 
But not everyone is enthusias- 
tic about the holiday. "Sweetest 
Day is definitely a business- 
sponsored holiday," said Jack 
Santino, assistant professor of 
popular culture. 
Santino spends much of his 
time studying and researching 
holidays. 
"It (Sweetest Day) is not very 
appealing to me for two rea- 
sons," said Santino. 
"First of all, it is a re-creation 
of Valentine's Day. A holiday 
such as Valentine's Day is 
needed in February following a 
long winter season. However, an 
occasion such as Sweetest Day 
does not fit into the autumn 
atmosphere and activities. 
"Secondly, I do not feel that 
Sweetest Day is a traditional 
holiday. It may have begun with 
a good-hearted man in Cleve- 
land, but I think that industries 
grabbed the idea to justify a new 
profit-making theme." 
Amidst the debate about in- 
dustrial objectives, University 
students view the holiday as 
unique and welcome. 
"Sweetest Day has personal 
meaning to me and I like it," 
said Rich Lenihan, senior inter- 
personal public communications 
major. 
"The business aspect doesn't 
bother me. I plan to send my 
girlfriend, who is miles away, a 
check for $50 enclosed in a card. 
This is my way of showing her 
that I care," be said. 
Laurie Gittinger, senior music 
education major, also enjoys the 
holiday. "The day can easily be 
looked upon by an individual as 
a holiday with profit-seeking 
purposes unless that person has 
someone special to share it with. 
"I think it's neat to have this 
day to remember my friends 
and mom by sending them 
cards. It is also nice to be re- 
membered by friends." 
Howard's club H 
•••••••••••••••• 
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. • 
Relik 
Friday. Saturday 
October 18, 19 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
Warm up to Halloween with 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
(try out your costume!) 
•Saturday, Oct. 19 
•9 p.m.-l a.m. 
■Northeast Commons 
$2.50 admission 
Beer • All the pizza you can eat! 
WFAL • DOMINO'S PIZZA • BG BEVERAGE 
Sweetest Day Specials 
Floral Originals by GtcqoiUJ Scfllte 
(formerly lh« GrMting Exchange) 
Sweetheart Roses 
332-3148 
J18E. Wotxtor 
W« d.llv.r 
1 Dozen Arranged 59.95 
3 Carnation Bud 
vase and Mylar balloon   $7*95 
Dozen Carnations Boxed 
Box of Candy $10.95 
FALCON £ 
ASPEN WINE SHOP 
WE HAVE EVERYTHING 
FOR YOUR TAILGATE PARTY! 
*Ice Cold Beer and 
♦Snacks, Ice CrearjL^   ♦^v 
Minimum 
16 oz. NR'-$1.99 
. 
♦All Diet, Cherry 
♦Doritos, 16dz/tf ♦Tostitos-^J^l] ♦Danish, foils, oft 
AFTER iilE GAME STOP IN 
FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS 
iwwweww^pv ***^mm'W"m^^iw^^9^k^kV9^&Wmm 
CAMPUS FILMS 
(Kamp'pas films) - n. 1. That committee in 1 
UAO which presents 3 nights of entertain- 1 
ment every week for the campus in the 1 
forms of comedy. suspense or drama films. 1 
2. That committee which is traditionally 
one of the most creative, enthusiastic and 1 
involved of all UAO committees. 3. That 1 
committee, headed by Cline Siegen Thaler, 
made up of: 
Art Delong Devon Bulgin 
Debbie Hill Debbie Lamb 
Lisa Brown Amy Washington 
Kim Cummings Karol Gorisek 
Jim McGuire Karen McDonald 
Debbie Morris Lee Meridith 
Laura Stander Jean Jackson 
Cindy King Lori Freeman 
Richelle Larson James Dowdell 
Lorine Sleinbrunner Janine Etters 
Greg Miller Laura Weimer 
Jeff Williams Jacqueline Proby 
Lori Christman Jim Olexa 
Karen Lazar Dan Phares 
Lori James Valerie Diliddo 
Holly Gauding Esther Fry 
Amy McGrath Tracy McGowen 
Brian Kohler Jill Farris 
Steve Pratt Teresa McLomber 
Karen Specht Debbie Emmett 
Lori Wade Jill Landreth 
Sue Cartwright Christopher Johnlewis 
THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING!   Uj0 
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Psychology 
(Continued from page 7) • 
about myself," she said. "Some- 
times I had to think a while 
about what was said before I 
could come in the next week and 
be ready to work from there." 
Steve, a senior, also speaks of 
his two years of counseling with 
a smile. 
"I think I'm a better person 
now, more aware of myself, 
others, my shortcomings and 
my potential." 
Although both Linda and Steve 
hold positive feelings about the 
Center and give counselors a 
huge pat on the back, they find 
revealing their experiences and 
gaining support difficult. The 
social stigma of seeing a psy- 
chologist and getting therapy is 
a barrier - one that makes self- 
esteem and feelings of equality 
nearly out of reach. 
"I flunk it's a norm not to gtf 
support initially," Linda said. 
"People don't know how to re- 
spond when you tell them you're 
seeing a counselor. When I first 
came home and told my parents 
I was getting therapy, they were 
upset. They felt threatened. 
"A lot of students feel uneasy 
upon hearing the word 'coun- 
selor,'" said Steve. "But, in a 
sense, we all go through counsel- 
ing - we sit up until three in the 
morning with a friend talking 
about how our girlfriend 
dumped us or about our prob- 
lems with classes." 
Whereas many students may 
shrug-off poor academic work or 
continually turn to friends, there 
are students like Linda and 
Steve who decided it was time to 
get skilled and objective help. 
Thus, the Center isn't a place 
only visited by those who can't 
cope. Rather, it is a place visited 
by those who aren't coping the 
way they'd like to be. 
'The clients at the Center 
aren't people with great prob- 
lems. They are people with po- 
tential. The Center just shows 
them how to best use it," Steve 
said. 
Getting troubled University 
students to overlook the stigma 
and seek counseling at the Cen- 
ter, however, is still not easy. 
Those who could be benefiting 
from professional guidance are 
settling for a less than adequate 
academic experience. 
Clients at the Center know 
that doesn't have to be so. 
Linda was enthusiastic. "Go. 
You have nothing to lose. You 
can't be any worse off than you 
are now. And besides, you 
couldn't ask for a better place to 
help you with day-to-day 
changes, especially those in 
relationship to managerial 
things at school." 
'Feiffer's People9: freshmen make fun 
Cartoon characters come to life in wacky University Theater production 
by Lorl Hohlbdn 
Friday reporter 
Friday/Gayle Hammon 
Tami Savage, freshman theater major, and Edward Reed, freshman RTVF major, play a man and a woman 
in the University Theater production of "Feiffer's People." The play will run tonight and Saturday at 
8 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown Theater. 
If you enloy poking holes into 
an already leaky society, "Feif- 
fer's People" is the play for you. 
An all-freshmen production, 
"Feiffer's People" is a series of 
short sketches based on the 
works of cartoonist Jules Feif- 
fer. Each clip is filled with both 
humor and strong statements 
about human psychology. Politi- 
cal satire as well as snappy, 
sexual remarks are brought to 
life on the stage through the 
neurotic actions of the play's 
characters. 
Although not tied together by 
any sort of plot, Feiffers folly of 
flakes is unified thematically. 
Skits on the issues of growing 
up, war, and marriage pop up 
spasmodically, in no particular 
order, and grab our attention. 
Playing a vast number of 
roles, each of the fourteen com- 
Ei members gave excellent 
ormances. Effectively por- 
. ing a barrage of nameless, 
analysis-needy characters, the 
cast not only displayed acting 
ability but also great adaptabil- 
ity and versatility. 
Only two of the cast members 
played recurrent, recognizable 
roles. Julie Holloway slipped 
into the teal-colored leotarrf and 
ballerina shoes of the Dancer. 
Applying a thick, pseudo-intel- 
lectual accent and practiced 
poise, she gave the audience a 
look at a variety of dances, 
prefacing each with a short spiel 
of emotion. Bending, twisting, 
and leaping about, Holloway hu- 
morously illustrated the moods 
of both her character and the 
dances. 
Bringing to mind someone 
that's a cross between Dan Ak- 
royd and a young Tim Conway, 
is Bernard, played by the tal- 
ented B. Scott Summitt. A little 
bit drippy and a lot funny, Ber- 
nard shuffled onto stage time 
and time again, revealing a new 
loose screw every time. 
Despite the wonderful acting 
and imagery, however, I found 
myself saturated by the charac- 
ters' covert messages and 
Freudian flaws long before the 
closure of the final act. A humor- 
ous, but painfully honest look at 
human psychology gets a little 
difficult to view for a little over 
two hours. 
Even so, "Feiffer's People" is 
well worth seeing. It'll not only 
make you laugh; it'll force you 
to take a look inside yourself and 
sigh. 
"Feiffer's People" is playing 
tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m. in 
the Joe E. Brown Theater. Tick- 
ets are $1.50 for students and can 
be purchased at the door. 
United Way 
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'Edge' has courtroom drama 
by John Brooker 
Friday reporter 
The Jagged Edge is a film 
about a murder and the sub- 
sequent trial of the man ac- 
cused of that murder. Jeff 
Bridges portrays John C. For- 
rester, the wealthy editor of 
the San Francisco Dispatch. 
The picture begins with the 
brutal murder of Mrs. For- 
rester, a multi-millionairess 
and entrepeneur, and her 
maid with a jagged-edged 
hunting knife "(hence, the 
movie's title). There are no 
suspects in the case except 
Forrester, who claims to 
have been struck on the head 
from behind prior to the mur- 
der. 
In the following weeks, the 
district attorney intensely 
questions Forrester. Even- 
tually, the district attorney 
has Forrester arrested, on 
the basis that he was the sole 
beneficiary of his late wife's 
assets and an anonymous re- 
port of a hunting knife in 
Forrester's country club lock- 
er. Forrester then  arranges 
for Teddy Barnes (Glenn 
Close) to represent him. 
Now we have a murder, a 
suspect, a prosecutor of ques- 
tionable ethics and a cor- 
porate lawyer on her first 
criminal case in four years - 
all of the necessary ingre- 
dients for a blockbusting 
trial. Predictably, the next 
hour or so deals with the trial 
of Forrester which, in many 
respects, resembles an old 
Perry Mason re-run. 
The mannerisms of the 
councils are over-dramatized 
and the proceedings are 
somewhat unrealistic. For 
example, at one point the 
prosecution calls a surprise 
witness. Later, the defense 
calls a surprise witness. This 
sort of cat-and-mouse game just does not happen in real 
trials. Lawyers who habit- 
ually practice law in this 
manner usually don't prac- 
tice for long. 
The story line is one that 
has been used and abused in 
countless murder mysteries 
in the past. It's a familiar 
scenario;  someone is mur- 
dered, the suspect's motive is 
money and a heated court 
battle ensues. 
So is there anything good 
about this movie you ask? 
Fortunately there is. Al- 
though the plot is antiquated, 
it is difficult to decide 
whether or not Forrester was 
guilty. The film makers go to 
great lengths to establish 
Forrester as the reputable 
businessman and all around 
good guy who could never 
resort to such violent behav- 
ior. 
Forrester's attorney, who 
has managed to fall in love 
with her client, is convinced 
of his innocence until certain 
facts come to light that shake 
her resolve. Chalk that up as 
a strong point. It holds inter- 
est throughout. 
Overall, the Jagged Edge is 
worth seeing, particularly if 
you love murder mysteries in 
the Perry Mason tradition. If 
you can ignore the Holly- 
wood-style murder trial and 
concentrate on "Who Dun- 
nit," you'll enjoy The Jagged 
Edge. 
Rock history shown 
by Lisa LattJmore 
Friday reporter 
For most University students, 
the music of the 1950s and 1960s 
isn't much more than nostalgia, 
relegated to Motown night at 
Uptown or a few minutes of air 
time on a local radio station. 
But on Monday, Oct. 21, stu- 
dents will have the chance to 
learn more about the songs and 
artists that reshaped the course 
of popular music. 
The News, Views and Lec- 
tures Committee of UAO, will 
present "The Rock and Roll 
Time Tunnel." The presentation 
will be shown in the Grand Ball- 
room at 5,7,8, and 9 p.m. and is 
free to the public. The Rock and 
Roll Time Tunnel is a 26-minute 
multi-media history of rock 'n' 
roll which follows the devel- 
opment of the genre from the 
1950s through the 1980s. 
The program is sponsored by 
Eastman Kodak and will be 
shown at 30 universities across 
the nation. It will feature over 64 
artists including Chuck Berry, 
Elvis   Presley,   The   Rolling 
Stones,   Pink   Floyd,   Bruce 
Springsteen and Prince. 
The News, Views and Lec- 
tures Committee, headed by 
Greg Arpajian. was responsible 
for organizing the "Dress For 
Success" lecture given by John 
Molloy and has many other pro- jects still in the works. 
Arpajian, a junior accounting- 
/management information sys- 
tems major, is always 
interested in suggestions as to 
speakers, issues, or events that 
the committee can present to the 
campus. "I like to bring in peo- 
ple that the students want to 
see" he said. 
Arpajian encourages anyone 
with suggestions or interests in 
joining the committee to call the 
"AO, at 372-2343, or come to the 
committee's weekly meetings 
held every Sunday at 8 p.m. in 
the UAO office, second floor of 
the Union. 
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Cinder Waite 
by Keith A. Cornelius 
Friday reporter 
In the past few years, it bat 
become standard practice for 
members of popular musical 
groups to go their separate ways 
to work solo. There Is no excep- 
tion to this rule in the case of 
John Waite, formerly lead vo- 
calist of The Babys. His latest 
work, Mask of Smiles, is his 
third solo album. 
For those who are already 
Waite fans, this album shouldn't 
be a disappointment. Gritty vo- 
cals and throbbing background 
bass continue to give his music a 
special individuality. His dis- 
tinct vocal style should please 
his fans on most of the nine 
selections on the disk. 
If you are not already a fan of 
Waite's, don't expect to become 
one after hearing this music. In 
general, the whole album lacks 
a certain energy which is so 
vital in today's music industry. 
There are a few selections that 
should please all but the critical 
listener, but as a complete work, 
Mask of Smiles just doesn't flow. 
The album starts out with a 
strong selection titled "Every 
Step of the Way," which is also 
his current American single. 
The song introduces the listener 
to the most pleasing aspects of 
Waite's music: a catchy melody 
; Good news, bad news for concert 
with decent lyrics and quality 
instrumental work. 
Next up, Waite hits the lis- 
tener with "Ijiydown," a song 
with heavy beat and redundant 
guitar. There is just too much 
repetition in this piece. The 
throbbing beat and boring mel- 
ody line grow tiresome, almost 
monotonous. 
Fortunately, this piece is fol- 
lowed by two of the better selec- 
tions on the album. "Welcome to 
Paradise" provides the listener 
with great lyrics and a some- 
what Infectious melody. Variety 
is the key to this song's success. 
The beat isn't overpowering, the 
words are coherent and mean- 
ingful and we aren't burdened 
with a chorus of repetitious mu- 
sical combinations. Waite bel- 
lows / can bear church bells 
ringing/ As white lies hits blue 
skies/And the blind still lead the 
blind/ As they search for par- 
adise. 
"Lust For Life" is probably 
the best selection from the al- 
bum. There is a higher energy 
level in this up-tempo piece than 
in most of toe Others: Waite 
almost seems to be having fun. 
It would be a major im- 
provement if he could channel 
this sort of energy into his other 
works. 
The first side ends with a real 
disappointment. "Ain't That Pe- 
culiar" literally dies. I can only 
assume this piece is meant as 
filler to make a complete album. 
The second side of the album 
should be saved for mellowing 
out after a long party. The first 
two songs, "Just Like Lovers" 
and "The Choice," are slower 
than those on the first side, but 
somehow Waite knows how to 
make them sound good. 
The tempo picks up from here 
with "You're the One," and 
gradually builds until the cli- 
mactic downhill race of "No 
Brakes," providing a strong fin- 
ish to this otherwise mediocre 
album. 
Mask of Smiles just doesn't 
seem like a fair representation 
of the John Waite of past years. 
He has a few good ideas, but the 
sound seems to be lacking some- 
thing. Perhaps more back- 
rind vocals would enhance 
sounda bit. 
Even for the most devoted 
John Waite fan, Mask of Smiles 
is a disappointment. 
Trick is hot 
by Greg Klerkx 
Friday editor 
Cheap Trick has long suffered 
from an unfortunate identity 
crisis. Too often, the Illinois- 
based band has been lumped 
into the same mundane Midwes- 
tern category as REO Speedwa- 
gon and Survivor. 
Not that they haven't tried to 
be   different.   Cheap   Trick's 
image is one of the more confus- 
ing ones in the already-confus- 
ing world of pop musk. Lead 
vocalist Robin Zander and bas- 
sist Jon Brant are the quintes- 
sential Tiger Beat cover boys, 
equipped with the almost-girlish 
good looks that send pre-adoles- 
cent girls into a frenzy. 
On the other hand, guitarist 
Rick Nielson, decked out in a 
Detroit Tigers cap, flood pants 
and crew cut, looks like a mis- 
placed Bowery Boy: drummer 
Bun E. Carlos compliments 
Nielson's buffoonery with stoic 
aplomb. On the whole, they 
make a most unusual rock 'n' 
roll package. 
But what really separates 
Cheap Trick, who stormed out of 
the Chicago area in 1977, from 
other Midwestern bands is not so 
much musical concept as execu- 
tion, a fact that is apparent on 
their most recent album. Stand- 
ing On The Edge. The album 
rocks in the best tradition of 
Cheap Trick-short on lyrical 
depth, but loaded with catchy 
vocal and instrumental riffs. 
The first side of Standing On 
The Edge is a bonafide barn- 
burner. The album lurches into 
gear with the first cut, a boogie- 
woogie jam called "Little Sis- 
ter" (no relation to the cut by 
Robert Plant and Rockpile). Ly- 
rically, the song is rather pre- 
dictable with a hubba-hubba 
chorus that pants, She's so hot/ 
She's on fire/ Ooooh, Little Sis- 
HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS 
LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA 
$5.00 or 
12" FRENCH BREAD PIZZA 
$2.50 
J.T.'S   PIZZA 
CARR V OUT 
352-5475   Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.  405 Thurstin 
Delivery till 3 a.m. 
Make it the sweetest 
day yet. 
Send the FTD® 
Sweetest Day 
Bouquet. 
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is Saturday, 
October 19. 
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us today. 
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1101 26th Street North 
Birmingham, AL 35234 
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
FEIFFER'S PEOPLE 
October 16-19, 8:00 p.m. 
Joe E. Brown Theater 
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For Information Call 372-2222 
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tar. Despite rather cliched ly- 
rics, the tune is undeniably 
catchy, fishing in on Cheap 
Trick's acumttedly-Beatlea-ln- 
Duenced vocal harmony with 
playful flair. 
Another standout cut on this 
side is "She's Gut Motion," a ZZ 
Top-ish chugger that shows off 
the versatility of Zander, one of 
the few pop vocalists who can 
actually scream on pitch. He 
bowls and shrieks through the 
song with impeccable phrasing, 
making mince-meat out of 
oddly-syncopated lyrics like It 
was good/ No, it was great/ It 
was love/ Rather, my congratu- 
lations. The key here Is "con- 
gratulations," which in Zander- 
ese is phrased, "congratulate- 
/shuns. Interesting, at any 
rate. 
"How About You" blasts the 
listener off the end of side one 
with a bone-crunching boogie 
beat and more atmospheric, 
neo-Beatles harmony. Again, 
Zander's supersonic vocal deliv- 
ery drives lyrics which. In the 
hands of less adventurous vocal- 
ists, would sound shamefully 
trite:Do you like your love soft 
and warm/ Do you like it hard, 
hot and on/Does anyone feel the 
same as me/ Does anyone dis- 
agree/How about you f. In addi- 
tion to his usual vocal 
gymnastics, Zander also man- 
ages to develop a new pronun- 
ciation for the word "you," 
which be remakes into some- 
thing that sounds like "ya-ooh." 
The second side of the album 
also contains its share of hard-, 
hitting tunas, the stand-out on 
being "Rock All Night." This is 
what Loverboy always wanted 
to sound like: walls of sound, 
thudding drums and bass, and a 
frenetic guitar lead that runs 
unchecked throughout the entire 
song. Nielson finally earns bis 
pay here, flying all over "Rock 
All Night" with hammer-ons, 
tremelo slides and every other 
screeching guitar technique in 
the repertoire. No use detailing 
the lyrics - the title says it all. 
The rest of the songs on Stand- 
ing On The Edge range from 
decent to nondescript, the least 
listenable being the vapid "This 
Time Around'rand the obliga- 
tory slow-dance ballad, "Love 
Comes." These songs aren't hor- 
rible, but the album would have 
been better served by a few 
more up-tempo rockers. 
If Cheap Trick's Oct. 24 con- 
cert in Anderson Arena is any- 
thing their performance on 
Standing On The Edge, then 
ticket-holders can rejoice. With 
some luck, Standing On The 
Edge might solve the band's 
identity crisis and put some 
electricity back into FM rock 'n' 
roll. 
A/bums for review provided 
courtesy of State Discount, 902 
EastWooster. 
Car sales 'magic' 
COLUMBUS (AP) -Would 
you buy a car from a magician? 
Then meet Donald J. "Tab" 
Halley, who has practiced 
magic on the public the past 12 
years. 
For Halley, 28, selling cars 
keeps the wolf from the door 
when bookings are slim. He's 
also worked as a bartender, 
insurance investigator and vac- 
uum cleaner salesman. 
'Tve done a lot of things," 
said Halley, who worked his way 
through college with his magic 
show and tried two years of law 
school once when he ran out of 
gigs. "I paid for 60 percent of my 
education doing my act" 
Halley, a Lorain native, be- 
came interested in legerdemain 
while in high school when a 
family friend told of making 
extra money performing at par- 
ties. 
"This friend of Dad's came to 
dinner one night and be rolled 
coins out of my ear, made cards, 
coins and cigarettes disappear. 
I was intrigued and started 
reading books on magic," Hal- 
Later Halley went with his 
father to visit a terminally ill 
friend. 
"He gave me this suitcase," 
Halley said. "It wasn't until I 
got home that I found it was full 
of magic props. He had thou- 
sands of dollars worth of equip- 
ment, some of it 100 years old 
and still good." 
His first professional booking 
came in the summer of 1973 
when he was hired to do his 
magic act in a show at Kings 
Island. 
Now, he charges $300 for what 
be bills as an 'P01d-Time Magic 
Hour." A typical routine will run 
about 11 minutes, but be says he 
can put together a show that will 
run an hour and include 3040 
tricks. 
"Times do change. In 1975 the 
public hadn't seen much really 
good magic. Nowadays, you've 
really got to be good. 
V American Heart Association 
WE'RE RGHTING FORVOUR LIFE 
Meadowview Courts 
Apartment 
Call now at 352-1195 
•Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege of 
using The Cherrywood Health Spa 
located at 6* and High St. 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 94:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
'An Evening with Windam Hill" 
presenting: Michoel Hedges, Dorol Anger, 
Mike Marshall and Liz Story 
with special guest guitarist, John Jorganson 
Monday, Nov. 11, 1985,8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
Reserved Seating Only 
•5, «7 for students with valid I.D. 
•7, *9 for non-students 
All tickets go on sale Monday, Oct. 21, 1985 
At Kobacker Hall only 
Co-sponsored by: University Activities Organization. Graduate Student 
Senate, Student Activities Office. Women lor Women, and WBGU-FM 
m 
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Parents9 divorce hard on students 
UuSUbidn 
Friday reporter 
"This class is so boring. I 
don't understand any of this 
Junk." Sound familiar? It is not 
uncommon for college students 
to get frustrated as they strug- 
gle through school. 
One thing that can add to this 
struggle is dealing with changes 
in the family you left behind. 
This may include your parents' 
divorce. 
Statistics show that almost 
half of all marriages end in 
divorce. Most students, how- 
ever, don't think much about 
divorce until it threatens their 
family life. 
Each student is affected In 
different ways. Some suffer in 
their schoolwork and personal 
relationships while others only 
have trouble during holidays 
that are traditionally family 
times. 
Kay, a junior undecided ma- jor, recalls hating her father for 
years after her parents' divorce. 
"I never dated in high school 
because I thought all guys were 
jerks," she said, "when I 
started college, I realized they 
were not all like my dad and I 
could trust them. 
"The feelings I had for my 
father were so strong, however, 
they still clouded my judgment 
in my relationship with my boyf- 
riend," she said. 
Rex Filer, a counselor at the 
Counseling and Career Devel- 
opment Center, said students 
can be expected to be angry with 
one or both of their parents after 
a divorce. 
"An important thing to re- 
member is that students have 
their own lives to lead," said 
Filer. 
"They should be careful not to 
get hung up on the pain of their 
parents lives," he said. 
During holidays it can be es- 
pecially hard to keep from get- 
ting mixed up in the divorce. 
The father may try to use guilt 
as a tactic to get a student to 
spend a break with him. Or the 
mother may do the same by 
saying something like. "If you 
don't come here this Christmas, 
I'll be all alone." 
A student should not accept 
this. The parents, after all, are 
the ones who are forcing the 
student to make a choice. 
If a decision cannot be made, 
look for alternative places to 
spend breaks. 
Jim, a junior political science- 
/broadcast journalism major 
said, "Holidays are not a prob- 
lem for me. I've got my girlf- 
riend and her family is like a 
family to me." 
Many students living through 
their parents' divorce may be 
shocked that it Is happening to 
their family. 
According to Filer, "There is 
no clear reason for divorce, lust 
as, many times, there is no clear 
reason for love. This makes it 
even harder to accept." 
His advice is to not let 
thoughts of the divorce become 
the real enemy. Talking to other 
people often helps to provide the 
support that is so needed. 
Friends, resident advisors, a 
member of the clergy or coun- 
selors can help ease the burden 
by Just listening. 
An important thing to keep In 
perspective is that parents are 
people too. They are not as "per- 
fect as they seem to a young 
person. Being away at school 
during a divorce can make the 
situation more difficult because 
parents aren't close by to talk 
with. 
But as Jim said, "It's hard 
because I wonder what is hap- 
pening, but then again, it is not 
my divorce. I didn't cause it and 
I cannot let my education suffer 
because of it" 
Dan, a freshman business ma- 
jor, said he managed to get 
through his parents' divorce Be- 
cause "we all stayed real close. 
I knew it would be for the good of 
the whole family in the long 
run." 
In Dan's family, open commu- 
nication was the Key factor. 
Whether it happens while living 
at home or away at school, being 
honest about hurt and confused 
feelings can ease the pain In any 
divorce, Filer said. Talking 
things out is essential, but chil- 
dren should not become media- 
ton between parents. Filer said, 
"Many times parents will use 
the children to find out what's 
happening with the other parent 
Or they will fight with one an- 
other throughthe kids." 
Students must refuse to give 
Information concerning one or 
the other parent, Filer said. 
Eventually, the nagging parent 
will give up. 
Many students who have expe- 
rienced divorce believe that the 
best thing to do is stay away 
from the problems that are oc- 
curring between their parents. 
Fuer said that students cannot 
afford to be put in the middle. 
Jim, whose parents are cur- 
rently going through a divorce, 
said he wort let himself get put 
in this position. 
"The only reason for a divorce 
is lack of communication," he 
said. 
"My parents never talked. 
And now they've made up their 
minds to end the marriage. The 
best thing anyone can do is get 
the hell away from it 
"I've seen what divorce is, 
and I've learned from it. And I 
will never make the same mis- 
take my parents did," he said. 
But a divorce situation can 
also be a learning situation. 
Kay said, "I thought my par- 
ents' divorce would turn me off 
to marriage completely. In- 
stead, it emphasized the mean- 
ing of the words 'until death do 
us part.' And I will make sure I 
am marrying a man I will love 
forever." 
If you are having trouble cop- 
ing with divorce and need some- 
one to talk to, The Link, 525 Pike 
St, operates a 24-hour Suicide 
Hotline at 352-1545 and has free 
counseling. 
The Wellness Center, second 
floor of the Health Center, is 
open from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday and 
has peer counselors available. 
The Well's phone number is 372- 
8302. They accept walk-ins or 
appointments. 
The Counseling and Career 
Development Center in the Stu- 
dent Services Building also has. 
counselors,   available   by   ap-; 
pointment. The phone number is 
372-2081. 
BG'S MM WESTERN KIDNAP 
Mulligan & Goody 
Rhonda & Steve 
Rat & Stevie Pete 
Cinnamon & Lumpy 
Sugar & Jim 
Honey & Denny 
Angie & Eric 
Scrappy Doo & Bill 
Chewie & Dan 
Copter & Cahhill 
Mo & Dave 
Mute & Gropes 
Garfield & #43 
Princess Running 
Deer & Sitting Bull 
Pang & Smiles 
Pooh & Ed 
Sandra & B.T. McKee 
Baby Ruth & 
Clark bar 
Bookie & Peaches 
Wendy & Brad 
Teddy & P» 
Spitter & Waterfall 
Tiger & The Wildcat 
"Steve" Manke & 
"Stevette"? 
Smiles & Coach 
Waste & 
Kevin Beehler 
Nancy Lopez & Kevin 
The date & Jerry 
The Mistress & 
The Mute 
Tricia & Don B. 
Mae West & Corky 
Jewels & Peetah 
Julian & his Woman 
Teddy & Scott 
Scheid & Klein 
Boots & Brent 
Robin & David 
The Woman in Red & 
Dave 
Nicole & Curt 
Subee & Booner 
"Belinda" & Callen 
Blondie & Sammy 
To 
Delta 
Gamma 
1985 
Julie & Craig 
Vicki & Paul 
"Mickey" & "Hoops" 
Coughdrop & Cobra 
PB&TP 
Joanne & Mike 
Texas & Richie-Poo 
The Lone Dee Gee & 
Joe Lombardi 
Weffers & Dave 
Panda & Sean 
Ms. Martin & Lane 
Jenny & Mike 
Phyllis & Pat 
Karen & John 
Apple Pie & 
Teddy Bear 
Wendy Whiner & 
Ed Grimley 
The Other Woman & 
Man with two dates 
Sheety Thang & 
Maibell Prood 
C&Ray 
Banana & St. Chuck 
Barbie & Malibu Ken 
Schlonger & 
Schlongerette 
Giggles & David 
Sheila & Kent 
Olive Oyle & Lance 
Shecky & Duncan 
Puddin' & Kevin 
Spaz & Doug 
Little Martha & 
Forever Man 
Charlotte & Justin 
Colleen & Terry 
Strep & B.B.H.B. 
Pocahontas & Kirk 
Doopie & The Boss 
JAP & Todd 
Schultz & Al 
Linard & Steve 
Doris Day & Kressl 
Little Bucker & 
Anders 
Frog & Tins 
Krissy & Jamie 
TAKE  MILS 101 
IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK 
ABOUT ARMY ROTC? 
Ii's the perfect time. 
You re a freshman, right'And you want 
to make college a real learning experience ? 
Well ROTC can add a valuable 
dimension to your college education A 
dimension of leadership and manage- 
ment training And that'll make your 
degree worth more 
ROTC offers scholarship and 
financial opportunities, too. 
Plus, the opportunity to graduate 
with a commission and 
begin your future as an 
officer 
For more informa- 
tion, contact your 
Professor of Military 
i Science 
ARMY ROTC 
BEAUYOUCAN 
Contact 
Copt. Dave Wolf 
al 
Dept. of 
Military Science, 
372-8880. 
(HAIB GALLERY) 
Laurie, Nicole. & Sue INVITE YOU TO 
Recieve 
20% OFF 
All our professional 
products 
♦ SEBASTIAN * MATRIX *REDKEN * NEXUS 
Court SI. 
E. Wootttr 
352-HAIR 143 E.   WOOSTER 
I I 
I 
I I I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
*■ 
iMM with this coupon —■- — #- 
$2.00 OFF A j 
Any sweatshirt C     s 
or $1.00 OFF sweat pants       \     J 
FALCON HOUSE       I 
-TarMUrSKltpa .«-*. 
Look for Moonlight Madness 
Sale Oct. 23 - 25 1 
Ph. 352-3810 | 
Exp. 10-2M5 
■ ■with this coupon MM M 4- 
140 E. WooBter Bowling Green 
Downtown Bowling Green 
When you need to make 
your best impression! 
-DATA SHEETS- 
ProfessionaJ work at 
reasonable prices. Stop in 
and see our samples. 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 352-4068 
hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:30-5:30 
MILTON'S 
BOWLING (.KM vs mm 
104 \ M\l\ 
THIS WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT 
SAT: THE WEST BOUND EXTENSION BAND 
SON: FILL IN THE BLANKS - JAZZ 
MONDAY: MICK PAYNE 6 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
TUESDAY: CHEAP-N-EA8Y 
WEDNESDAY: BODY AND SOUL 
DART NITE 
LADIES NITE 
(ESP 
WEI 
1 
(TUI 1 
B:O0 
• CSS NEWS 
NKSHTWATCM (MON) 
IESPNI      AUTO      RACING 
(MON) 
(ESPN) MOTOCMOSS (WEDI 
rTMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
1:10 
(TMC) MOV* IMON) 
6:20 
(TMC) MOVIE (THUI 
MO 
!7O0CLUB 
JIM BAKKER 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
( N)      HORSE      RACING 
EKLY (FRI) 
0:00 
(THIS IS THE LIFE (FRI) 
RE BOP (MON) 
FAITH      FOR      TOOAY 
E) 
I NEIGHBORHOOD (WED) 
) A SETTER WAY (THUI 
I   PATCHES   AND   POCK- 
ETS (WED. FRI) 
• THREE CHEERS FOR 
LIFE (MON) 
■ ONE ON ONE (TUE) 
B ALL THINGS NEW (THU) 
©NEWS 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
rruo MOVIE (WED) 
6:30 
8  CBS   EARLY   MORNING 
NEWS 
||20 MINUTE WORK- 
OUT 
I NSC NEWS 
ABC S   WORLD   NEWS 
THIS MORNING Cp 
CD FARM DAY 
(ESPNI SPEEDWEEK (FRI) 
(E3PN)  SPORTSLOOK   (TUE 
TMUI 
S:4S 
IFARM REPORT 
A M   WEATHER 
7:O0 
0 8 CBS MORNING 
NEWS 
I TOOAY 
GOOD       MORNING 
AMERICA (FRI) 
V       GOOD       MORNING 
AMERICA Q (MON-THU) 
SF AT Al Bf R r 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)       SPORTSCENTER 
(TUE-FRO 
(ESPN)      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN (MON) 
(TMCI   MOVIE    (MON.    TUE. 
THU) 
7:SO 
8   GREAT   SPACE   COAST- 
ER 
■ MQW TO PLAY THE PI- 
ANO DESPITE YEARS OF 
LESSONS (FRI) 
■ MAGIC OF WATERCOL 
ORS (MON) 
• DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
nun 
IMOTORWEEK (WED) 
MAGIC   OF   OIL   PAINT- 
ING (THU) 
(ESPNI    AEROBICS     BOOIES 
IN MOTION 
(TMCI MOVIE (FRI) 
MO 
if ARM DAY 
ALVW 
SESAME STREET (R) Q 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING (THU. 
FMI 
(ESPN)    SPORTSCENTER 
(MON) 
(ESPN) GOLF rruE) 
(ESPN)   TRACK    AND   FIELD 
(WCO) 
neat) MOVIC (WED) 
■til 
8 A.M. WEATHER 
M0 
I FARM DAY 
PLINTSTONCS 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE. TMUI 
0:46 
■ A.M. WEATHER Mo 
_| HOUR MAGAZINE 
1 DICK VAN DYKE 
| JEOPARDY (FRI) 
EVERY        SECOND 
COUNTS (MON-THU) 
{DONAHUE 
SESAME STREET (Rl Q 
BRADY BUNCH 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
(ESPN)       S P OR TSCE N TE R 
rnjE-FRi) 
(TMCI MOVIE (MON) 
MO 
O  ABBOTT  ANO  OOSTEL- 
LO 
8      EVERY      SECOND 
COUNTS (FRI) 
B     HEADLINE     CHASERS 
(MON-THU) 
I BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 
SECRET CITY 
(ISPNI    WORLO    CLASS 
WOMEN (FRI) 
EtSPH)     INSIDE     BASEBALL 
mm 
N>  TOP  RANK   BOXING 
i: 
■ O 
•H cou 
Ii 
(WEO n 
Nl 8PORTSLOOK (THU) 
(TMO MOV* (FRI) 
HMO 
IS $26,000 PYRAMID 
HEADS AND TAB.S 
SILVER SPOONS (R) 
SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
S-2-1 CONTACT (R) C? 
OKJ-IGANS ISLAND 
JOHNNY    MATHtS    IN 
CONCERT (PRO 
■      VICTORY      GARDEN 
(MON) 
t SURVIVAL (TUEI 
MAGIC    BRUSH    OP 
GARY JENKINS (WED) 
#      MECHANICAL      UNI 
VERSE (THUI 
ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARAT! IR) (FRI) 
$. 
ESPN)   TRACK   ANO   FRUD 
"86 REVIEW (MON) 
ESPN) AUTO RACING (TUE) 
ESPN) HORSE SHOW JUMP- 
ING (THU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED) 
10:1S 
O FRIENDLY GUNT 
1030 
Q B PRESS YOUR LUCK 
QMR DRESSUP 
■ SALE OF THE CENTURY 
■ HERE'S LUCY 
B      READING     RAINBOW 
(MON. WEO-PRII 
B   SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUEI 
B MORNING BREAK 
B    SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (MON) 
B   MAGIC   OF   OIL   PAINT 
ING (WED) 
B      MECHANICAL      UNI 
VERSE rmu) 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
11:00 
B B  U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
(FRI) 
B    B     PR,CE     IS    RIGHT 
(MON-THUI 
I SESAME STREET 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ANGIE (R) 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
700CLUB 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(MON) 
(MOTORWEEK (TUE) 
MAGIC OF WATERCOL- 
*S(WED) 
PET ACTION LINE (THU) 
ESPN I   HYOROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (MON) 
HAS 
B EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE (FRI) 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
11:30 
I SCRABBLE 
ALL-STAR BLITZ 
X POWERHOUSE 
COOKING      MEXICAN 
(FRI) 
B      KATHY'S      KITCHEN 
(MON) 
B GREAT  CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS (TUE) 
8 JUSTIN WILSON S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN' (WEO) 
B ALOHA CHINA (THU) 
(ESPN)      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (FRO 
(TMCI MOVIE (FRI) 
12 CO 
BBS NEWS 
Q MIDDAY 
A RYAN'S HOPE 
B NATIONAL  GEOGRAPH- 
IC (FRI) 
SURVIVAL (MON) 
SOUNOSTAGE (TUE) 
NOVA (WEOI 
EVENING     AT      POPS 
(THU) 
B ANDY GRIFFITH 
B LATE NIGHT AMERICA 
(ESPN)    AEROBICS     BODIES 
IN MOTION 
(TMO MOVIE (WEO) 
12:30 
B B  U>    OPEN  TENNIS 
(FRII 
B   B   YOUNG   AND   THE 
RESTLESS (MON-THU) 
B   SEARCH   FOR   TOMOR- 
ROW 
I LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK (FRI) 
(ESPN)      AUTO      RACING 
(MON) 
(ESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
(TUE) 
ESPN) BASEBALL (WED) 
ESPN)     JULIUS     ERVtNO'S 
SPORTS FOCUS fTMU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
12:36 
(TMO MOV* (MONI 
1:O0 
OBMOVIE 
B DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
■ ALL MY CHILDREN 
B S  A WALK  THROUGH 
THE  20TH CENTURY WITH 
BILL MOVERS (FRI) 
B     UNDER     SAB.     (MON 
TUE) 
B PAINTING CERAMICS 
(WED) 
B SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING (THU) 
■ COMPUTER CONFER- 
ENCE AT WINGSPREAD 
(MON) 
B MY HEART. YOUR 
HEART (TUB) 
I NOVA (WED) 
BISHOP  LUERS  SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
(THU) 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL IR) (FRI) 
ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl (THUI 
1:30 
■ "B AS THE WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THU) 
■ PAINTING CERAMICS 
(MON. WED) 
B SCHOOL BUS SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
0 MAGIC OF OS. PAINT 
ING (THU) 
2:00      ~  
■ ANOTHER WORLD 
■ ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
B MOVIE (MON - THU I 
■ EVENING AT POPS 
(MON) 
B  BEYOND  WAR   SPACE 
BRIDGE (TUE) 
8   STING:    THE   CONTRO- 
VERSY OF FBI UNDERCOV 
ER OPERATIONS (WEOI 
8 SURVIVAL (THU) 
ESPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
(TMO MOVIE (WED. FRI) 
2 OS 
I (» 
irtrr 
(TMC) MOV* (MON) 
2:30 
B B CAPITOL (MON-THU) 
■ MOVE (FRI) 
BFLINTSTONES 
8 RIVER TOWN (FRI) 
EBPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
(FRI) 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (TMUI 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE. TMUI 
3:0O 
■ 8 GUIDING LIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
■ CORONATION STREET 
■ SANTA BARBARA 
■ GENERAL HOSPITAL 
■ WOOOY WOODPECKER 
8 NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
S COOKING MEXICAN 
(MON) 
8 SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING (TUE) 
I ALOHA CHINA (WED) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI 
CLES (THU) 
ESPNI HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING (WED) 
3:30 
O  B  US    OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRI) 
8 DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FILM  FESTIVAL 
(TUE. WED) 
8      PORKY      PIG      AND 
FRIENDS 
8 SECRET CITY 
4:OD 
8   WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON-THU) 
B CANADIAN REFLEC- 
TIONS 
I LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
I HART TO HART 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
■ ■ SESAME  STREET (R) 
B    VOLTRON.    DEFENDER 
OF THE UNIVERSE 
(ESPN)      JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (TUE* 
ESPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING (WED) 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON. WED 
FRI) 
4:30 
8 DIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
XTRANZOR (FRI) 
THUNDERCATS     Q 
(MON-THU) 
ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
(TUE) 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUEI 
6:00 
■ ■BENSON 
B VIDEO HITS 
B PEOPLE'S COURT 
B    HE-MAN    ANO    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
SB MISTER ROGERS (R) 
WHAT'S MAPPENINGII 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK (FRI) 
6 SO 
JEFFERSONS 
■ NEWS 
THREE S COMPANY 
M*A*8*H 
READING RAINBOW 
GOOO TIMES 
ON THE MONEY (FRI) 
•ITS.      BYTES     AND 
BUZZWORDS (MON) 
§ON THE LINE (TUE) 
ART BEAT (WED) 
TIME OUT (THU) 
(ISFN)      OUTDOOR      LIFE 
(MON. FRI) 
(ESPN) FISHING (TUE) 
(ESPN)      MARK       SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER     JOURNAL 
(THU) 
(TMO MOVIE (MON) 
FPaOAY 
OCTOBER IB. IBM 
CATCH 
MACI 
NEV 
MO 
NEWS 
I PHRASE 
NCL     /     LEHRER 
WSHOUR 
I DIFF RENT STROKES 
MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE 
ESPN) BPORTBLOOK 
(TMC)   MOV*   **      The  Man 
Who   Wtm'i    Then      (18831 
Slav*  Gutterrberg    Jeffrey   Tern 
bar   A men obtaeve a mysterious 
rffmule thai make* peopte cheap 
peer    R 
MO 
■ CSS NEWS 
8 NSC NEWS 
B ABC NEWS g 
B HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
B BUStNESS REPORT 
EBPNI   AEROBICS     BOOIES 
IN MOTION 
700 
NEWS 
VIDEO HITS 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIOHT Intervarw —tti Oav-1 C» 
i 
K 
raO 
BNCWLVWEO 
B BUStNESS R 
fM'A'i'M 
8     MACNEB, 
| NEWLV C GAME 
IMPORT 
/     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
EBPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
■ P.M. MAGAZINE Teach-vf 
won language. Victor Koppe* 
burger who redeaspried The OU 
Tare. Corner 
f JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M. MAGAZINE Teacafftg 
eternal  W ccarwnunrcete through 
agn    language,    oortvadatn    Rtch 
IMS 
B WHO AMERICA A look at 
the    wof.wine   m   its   remote   and 
rugged habrtai  CJ 
B THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) WORLD SCRIES PRE- 
VIEW 
BOO 
■ ■ TWILIGHT ZONE 
Thioa apawoM • pnotograprw 
(Sa—on MuCivtl takaa pacitaaa ol 
hat own >ui\iu a ■voman IDoa 
MaKac* Slonai DucnHM a magw 
laniarn al a saraga MM a Viai- 
n«m War  -ai«an <. diM to lal 
mm 
8 TOMMY HUNTER Guaait 
Larry G*lM and tha Gattm aVoth 
art Band. Carrol Saka>.  \Mt  1 
MM 
B   KNIGHT   RHDER  ftuMaaa 
•kvBKliara command— a alano 
an rouia to Boston and thraatan 
to kal al of *a paaaangar* - av 
(hKkng Bonfia) 
8 WEBSTER Wabatar and Na 
oodpa>anl*   awiltri   tolas   lo   aaa 
wnoaa •*• <a n»ora drH.^ri g 
B      B      WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEWC? 
8    MOVIC    ***      In   L*. 
fknt    IIM7I Jamaa Coburn  laa 
J  COM)   Iha Pentagon Wn fant 
to rhwari a grota? o* lamaai revo- 
(EBPN) MAJOR LEAGUE 
BASEBALL'S GREATEST 
HITS 
(TMO MOV* * * 'i Maaaatg 
m Acnon' IISB4I < i-. Mont 
M ("imait WaMh An Amancan 
cokonal wum lo Vietnam to 
search )or Mi*i R 
S30 
8 MR. BELVEDERE Ana, 
•egrets tha moan tftmga ha S*d 
about f-t accofdnn laachar attar 
laarrwtg about hat death Q 
■ ■ WALL STREET WEEK 
Guest adnot Jamaa B Stars Bfr 
vaaTach Martat letteri 
BOO 
■ ■ DALLAS JR s ptoba 
atto Jack s past provides no nose 
•wormation Miss Fa* **«i 
Ouaty to Stay raty horn Sue El- 
tan Pam's onsja Mrhathat tha 
should sol hat (wing O- stock to 
WandaH Q 
ICRWB 
MISFITS OF SCKNCE 
Tha Misfits «a upon an East l A 
gang member lOaan Oaten) to 
heap them search tor earns an 
met» hal- 
■ DIFF RENT STROKES 
Wake returns homo shortly ahm 
leawng tor coaaga Q 
■ GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Dance -. Amanca Al 
wn Aaey imaiip Dance Thaatar 
Throe by Thraa Tha AMn Aaa* 
troupa parlorm itwaa worts - 
Blues Surta laatia'avg aadmon 
al Nuas svAg by Brother John Sat 
'art.     I     man onh,      cast     dance* 
Esvar Swamp Donna Wood 
stars •> tha tcsk bakat Bamoow 
Round My Shc-AaW 
■ DOCTORWHO 
ESPN) THE BABE A one-man 
lhaaarKal drama oaptchna. iha Ma 
of one of baaabals enmortal 
stars George Marman Babe 
Ruth Mas GM stars aa "Tha 
Babe 
MO 
■ BENSON Banaon sresa lo 
mend osd wounds between the 
govnot and hat brother Jack 
who hasnt been seen Iff 25 
*a*ra Q 
IOOO 
■ ■ FALCON CREST Anga 
is nms to an osd snand ahowasg 
magnate Pasar Stevroa ICaaat 
rtomarol K* heap an savmg tha 
Tuacarw empee Magcas seeks a 
new lease on Me Q 
B  NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
8 MIAMI VICE Crockatl and 
Tubbs rsSuclanth/ turn to a 
deranged as-cop lor information 
on iha whereabouts of a mtaaaig 
member Ol tha mob   little Ruhard 
mahaa a guest appearance 
B    SPENSER:     FOR    HIRE 
Spenser looks atto *a myaaanoua 
cacumstanoes     surtouncsng     tha 
daath of a nowtaMa  Q 
B    NON-FICTION     ITLEVI 
SsON A pioNa ol soaal photo- 
graphar lew* Havj  who racordad 
Amarica's mduatnal de.esjpmant 
Offaxj tha hm  40  years ol Iha 
20lhcansur« 
8 NEWS 
(TMO MOVIE ** Crwatsad 
Heai (19831 Lmoa Bsaa John 
Vamon Whaa aatvMVj • sen t ent e 
a* a CaMorrsa pannanoary a 
young woman is aapoaad to vsa- 
■anca and hvaeament horn both 
■vnataa and naff* P.' 
10:30 
ISANFORO AND SON 
BURNS ANO ALLEN 
ESPNI    HARNESS    RACING 
Breeders     Crown    Charnpaanahaj) 
Race Fwe bva from Ekrebethtown 
N J 
Larson   Schaoued   Crwxes  Net 
SOnRa*y 
ITV2O00 
B LATE NIGHT  AMI Rl 
CA   SchacMad    caps been  past 
shows w>th dapartaig host Oannej 
VVhossy 
B BENNY HEX 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
IMO 
B MOV* * * The Swarm 
(1B7SI M-chae. Cane Ratharata 
Roas 
B  COMEDY  BREAK  WITH 
MACK ANO JAM* 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
(TMO     MOVE!     **•        Tha 
Wicker    Man'      (10731    Edward 
Woodward Brrtt Ekttnd 
12:30 
§ FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
1:00 
B JIMMY SWAGGART 
1:30 
8   MOV*    **      Tha Pram* 
tura S«>al    UBS2) P.ey MAand 
Han-Court 
BMOV**k* : AHofcsIn 
The Mead (19SS) Frank S-wssra 
Edward G Rot-nson 
EMFtl) AUTO RACING World 
Oamotnon Darby kom letdan 
hurst  N V  (Rl 
1:40 
(TMCI MOV*  IV» Ntght In 
teaavan    (ISS3I Chrittophot  At 
keia. 1 eslev Anne Warren 
200 
8 NEWS 
2:30 
B    MOV*    * v>     "Towar   01 
E*d    11972) Bryant Hakday. *a 
Haworlh 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
3:OS 
(TMCI      MOVIE      *        V-us 
11982) Ossnn  ford   Chatk  Cotv 
B9PJ 
MO 
8 NEWS 
ESPN) AUTO RACING SCCA 
Super Vaaa and ASA Stock Cars 
(torn Brooklyn. Mch  (P.) 
3:46 
8   MOVIE    **      Playmates 
(■9411    John    Bsrrymare     Li«M 
Veest 
4:00 
8   MOV*    **■     Savages 
(19741  Andy  Gr-tnh.  Sam  Bos 
SATUROAY 
OCTOBER 19, IBSS 
MORNING 
7:30 
aRHOOA 
8 AORI COUNTRY 
B UNCLE BEN 
8 SUPER SATUROAY 
B DETROIT THIS WEEK 
MM 
SBERFNSTAIN BEARS 
PATCHES   ANO   POCK- 
ETS 
B     SCOOSYS     MYSTERY 
FUNHOUSC 
fMOTORWEEK 
SQUARE    FOOT    GAR 
DC NINO 
(TMO MOV* ** <* ThaBor- 
dar 119911 Jack hVcholaon 
Vesarat Pamna 
11:30 
B ■ DUNGEONS B  DRA- 
GONS 
{KIOO VIDEO 
LITTU1S 
MOV*    *#•   "M   That 
•ssavan Aaows    (19681 Jane Wy 
man Rock Mi, lawn 
B JOY OF PAINTING 
12:00 
8 8 COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Purdue at Otao State (Lwa) 
I WHAT S NEW7 (R) 
WEEK 
(TMO MOV* ** Ma.. 
Murder (19841 Oabre VVIngar 
Mart Keytoun 
MO 
X MUSIC CITY U S A 
SNEAK   PREVIEWS  Jet 
k*.  lyons  and bhchaai  MaoVed 
iBB» 
NATKM 
WMA1 
■SPNII CCOWEEK 
i; 
r 
i' 
Bi 
m  BUGS BUNNY LOONEY 
TUNES COME D Y HOUR 
8 VICTORY GARDEN 
BSPHI WORLD SER«S PRE- 
VIEW 
MO 
IWUZZLCS 
AOVENTURES  OF   THE 
GUM Ml SCARS 
8 MOTOR WEEK 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
BOO 
B     ■      ■**•      HENSON S 
MUPPETS. BABIES B MON- 
STERS 
SMURF8 
EWOK8   ANO   DROsOS 
ADVENTURE HOUR 
8 SESAME STREET (fl) p 
B      'ALES      FROM      THE 
OARKSIDf 
8 COMPUTER CHRONI 
CLIS 
(ESPN) WORLD CLASS 
WOMEN 
(TMO MOV* *** "Ccaav 
ky" 119841 Jessies langa Sam 
Shapard 
MO 
S SESAME STREET 
LORNE  GREENE S NEW 
WKOCRNESS 
8     EDUCATIONAL      COM 
PUTING 
ESPNI ROLLER DERBY 
tOaN 
B    B     HULK     HOOANS 
ROCK   N' WRESTLING 
B SUPER POWERS TEAM 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
INCWSFRONT 
MOV*     **      Warpath 
ABC WEEKEND SPE- 
CIAL Piptv longatocBtng 
Baoad on Aatnd LssdQTari'a tsks o* 
a kites g.i (Canst Hewn) who e. 
per one si many atfaonturas (Pert 
1 0*2)0 
X COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
MOW TO PLAY THE  PI- 
ANO    DESPITE    YEARS   OF 
LESSONS 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
B    FABULOUS    FESTIVAL 
(Premeere) 
■ SPOER MAN AND HIS 
AMAZING FRIENDS 
■ AMERICAN BAND 
STAND 
■ CROCKETTS VICTORY 
GAROCN (R) 
ESPN) WORLD SERIES PRE- 
VIEW 
1:00 
■ ORL FOOTBALL Ottawa 
Rough Riders at Montreal Con- 
cordee il-vei 
■ ZERK TMC JERK Ounng 
Work) War ii a group of boys >n 
rural Amanca bacomee convascad 
thai an Austrian immigrant 
yOungatar   >s   actuaky   a  German 
£ Start Ward Sa.ton Q 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
■ FRUGAL GOURMET jet. 
Smith prepares yogurt a chaaae 
spread yogurt sauce and yogurt 
baa* m gartc 04  (Rl 
(ISPNI MAJOR LEAGUE 
BASEBALL'S GREATEST 
HITS 
rfMO MOV* *** Tha 
Brother From Another Planet 
(•9841 Joe Morton Carry! Ed- 
war da 
1:30 
■ HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ 
Ctrcsrwa Stnch va R naasffd*' 
IPUTTIN   ON TMC HITS 
B  A HOUSE   FOR  ALL 
MASONS   How   to   heat   with 
wood a hraiory of tha taw (HI 
ESPN)    GLORY   OF    NOTRE 
DAME FOOTBALL 
2 CO 
8  MOV*   **v,     Sornetl-ng 
B>0     (1871) Dean Mattes.  Brian 
Keith 
I AMERICA'S TOP TEN 
THIS OLD MOUSE Og 
gang the inundation and pouring 
iha t 
BOO 
i CSC NEWS 
i NEWS 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tha Good Sokaar Rob-. 
Eh* and Jar am, Bratt alar e. an 
adaptaaon of Ford Madoa Ford a 
novel aacmg ttta ratkhonahaj be 
tween two ■aaWh, Edwarcfcan 
coupkja who maat ready at a 
taarkonable Carman spa (R)Q 
S STAR TREK 
V*TNAM: A TELE VI- 
SION HISTORY Amanca a 
Enaray IBM 1887 Tha war « 
seen horn the parapactrve of 
Votcong   guaraaa.    Norm   Va»t- 
!■ ■JBttal 
Ban" 
twid prisoner a. Hanoi (Rip 
ESPNI ARM WRESTLING 
0:3)0 
8 THIS WEEK   IN PARLL4- 
MENT 
■ NBC NEWS 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
I NEWS 
REAL FISHING 
HCC    MAW   Guests    Janet 
Fneke   Bobby Sara   Ralph Emery 
e ny Weaon 
I MUPPETS 
SOLIO GOLD Guests 
Edthe Rebbrtt Kool and iha Gang 
Siarshsp Srator Sfedg. Shannon 
Quariorflaah 
■ LIMA CONVENTION - 
CIVIC CENTER GALA 
OPENING Covwege of Iha Lena 
Convention Crast Canter that 
opened one year ago 
ESPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
(TMC) MOV*  * * * V,     BMha 
Span     |194BI Has Harroon    Con 
stance Cumrrsrvga A widow art 
second mamage at oompkcaseO 
by tha teacbai appearanca of hai 
hrtt waa 
7:30 
■ SMALL WONDER Jamw t 
attempt to make a mowat with hai 
hrand lafst  tt-ouah whan  ha av 
ll.-OO 
I NEWS 
\ IONAL Q 
H T'S HAPPENING 
NOW1I Dwayrats heeded for 
voubst whan it's dMcowered that 
tea lateat gattrajnd happens to be 
raadantot t wete 
ESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
RCPORT 
(TMO MOV* *** Coun 
ay" (1884) Jess** langa. Sam 
Shapard Threatened —eh torecw 
aura of har farm, an loara woman 
■wuggkts to head on to har Mnd 
and kaap har larrsfy together PG 
11:20 ■ NEWS 
11:30 
■ MOVIE *•>•• Annat 
Hal (19771 Woody Akan Otane 
Kaaton A tanhtthA comat and an 
aapaasg   aoryaaaaaa    ahara   tlsse 
at an on egeai  ofl agaa. 
■ MOV* *** Ware No 
Angela 11986) Humphrey Bo- 
Bart Akto Ray Thraa escaped 
conn is take over ■ French shop 
■ SATUROAY NIGHT LIVE 
Tha   Bast   of   SNL     1984-86 
Memorable moments horn the 
past taaaon leaturesg appear ant 
aa by Chmtophar Raasa. fddkt 
Murphy. Ed Aanar and the Rev 
Jaaaa Jackson IR) 
I NEWS 
MOV* *** Tana Ah. 
Time ' 119781 Malcolm 
McOotwA Mary Staanburgan 
HO VtfeBs theeee Use -itamous 
Jack the Roper kom Vktonan 
London to modern day San Ftan- 
catco Ihrowgh Iha uaa of ■ tna 
machine 
11:48 
O A NIGHT AT THE RACES 
II SO 
■ ABC NEWS Q 
IMO 
ESPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Kentucky at Loajaiena State |R) 
12:06 
■ STAR SEARCH 
12:48 
■ WRESTLING 
liOO 
■ WRESTLING 
rTMC) MOVsf *•* The 
Brother Froat Anothar Planet ' 
(1984)   Jos   Morton.   Carry"  Ed 
Adventure CapHatsis 
ESPN)   NFL   GAME   OF   THE 
WEEK 
14)0 
■ NFL FOOTBALL St lours 
Cardinals at P.ttsou-gr> Siaalart 
|M| 
B COUNTRY CANADA A 
hoketa: fa mar w»o refueee vassri 
nary serncas keaang hat arameft 
aieiaed with naturW remadses 
8 NPL FOOTBALL OaMs 
Cowboys at PhrffkMptaa Eagkta 
|M| 
B NPL FOOTBALL Rag-met 
cover age of San Diego Chargers 
at Mewieeoie Vkmga Indsanapoka 
Cons at flufato B4H Loa Aneahta 
Radars at Chrvetand B-Owne or 
Catc-mat. BangeM at Houston 
Oaat   II —i 
t COMMUNITY CLOSBIUP 
B WASHINGTON 
WEEKINREVKWC3 
BMOVRIBBV, The Mack 
astoah Man H973I Paul He- 
men Domaaoue Sanda 
ESPN) HVTJROPIANC RAC 
(NO Hiohsghts of the  86 sees or 
1:30 
B HYMN SING Seetcieani a. 
'kale Onwvd Chrotax Sol- 
dan My Trehria ' by acecaal 
Dawd Watson New loaaty Ara 
Thy OaaAnga by aeforai Cynttsa 
Wataon 
(FAME 
8 WALL STREET WEEK 
Guest edrtor Jamaa 8 Stack lln 
vesTech Market letter) 
(TMCI MOV* * • * W Fao 
Bravo 11969) John Wayne 
Dean Marts. 
2 00 
■ SPORT8WEEKENO 
Schockaad DunheT World GoM 
Tournament (Tapedl 
I SOLO 
ORCAT      PERFORM 
ANCES    Dance a. Amaca   At- 
va. AAry American Dance Theater 
- Thraa by Thraa    The Ah™. Aaey 
MO 
I NEWS 
DIAMONDS 
CBS NEWS 
WAR OF THE STARS 
IMOOOR GARDEN 
STAR TREK 
WONOERWORKS Oaaprts 
a tecs* notice from the  lacicy 
Kom ad O perfectly happy with the 
I 
» I 
B< 
1   )   IX! 
•■■■■^ 
■ DARK SMADC 
■ WKRP IN CIN 
8 BURNS AND , 
1.00 
I NEWS 
H OWS 
CINNATI 
I ALLEN 
11:28 
O GOOO  ROCKIN    TONiTE 
V-Jaoa by Ready Iff tha World 
Daad or Aava.  VWatnay Houston 
Apr! WW«. Gowan   KISS 
11:30 
■ ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT Intarvarw wNh Offrsd Cat 
radkna 
■ MOV* *** Tha Rae> 
matiar 119681 Bun lancassw 
K other aw Hepburn A con man 
poasng aa a raaanakt* not or*, 
MS*    Iha    drought    at   a   and 
(196D   Edrnond   08 Foty 
I- 
or mga needed r 
dance to S Span 
■    TONKJMT    Hoat     Jahraw 
KATHYS KITCHEN 
10:30 
SKIPPER ANO CO 
PUNKYBRCWBTER 
13 ONCRTTS OF SCOO- 
SV-DOO 
■ BUSINESS OP MAN- 
AGEMENT 
B ORCAT CHEFS OF NEW 
CsRLEANS 
ESPN) WRESTLING 
1100 
■ ■  COS   STORYBREAK 
Yah   Shan    A   Cimk-tea   Story 
From Chsna Arsraasad Baaad on 
the thouaand yea-ok) Chrnaaa 
tea of a Catdataaa ska dharacta 
srfso aarne the nature of —rue 
ano.tsduarewads Ell 
I CORONATION 8TREE T 
ALVIN   ANO  THE   CHIP- 
MONKS 
tary for feamrng. O 
MO 
B THE RACE FOR NUM- 
BER ONE COLLEGE FOOT- 
BALL REPORT Coaaga rffMsal 
scorea and raghaghta bom around 
Iha country and a look at nail 
week s masar contests 
■ ■ WOOOWRKaHT'S 
SHOP Meting an mfeni'i rocking 
credss 
ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Harold Branar as Joay Ruu a. a 
aaaor waMarwaighi bowl achad- 
iA*d lor 10 rownda. bom MarrsT 
vaat. Ind (HI 
MO 
■ COLLEGE FOOTBALL Ra- 
gronal coverage of Mart- at Ohks- 
homa or Taaaa at Arkaraaa 
SROMAGNOL IS TABLE 
MOV*   ***      Around Tha 
World Under Tha Sal' 118881 
Brian Katy Oawd McCaawm 
■ AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Staasa Ray Vaughan and hra band. 
Double Trouble, play taaewem 
horn Te.es Flood " Tha 'abu 
ksua Thundert-rds parlorm One's 
Too Many and She s Tough 
(TMO MOV* ***i Sw-sg 
Shaft' (1984) Gosdas Hawn Kurt 
BjakjeJ 
3:30 
■ ■COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
M*rygan at Hrwa (Lival 
■ WORLD OF CARTOON- 
ING 
4b00 
■ SPORTSWEEKENO 
SchacMad DunHB Wortd God 
Champ-vahspa bom fa An 
draws  Scotland  (Taped) 
IFISH 
TONY BROWNS JOUR- 
NAL 
■ NON-FICTION TELFW 
S*ON A proMa of social photo 
graph* Iras Mast, who racordad 
Atnarsea'a rnduaaraf daaatopmant 
durng Iha hrat 40 yews of Oat 
20th century  HIQ 
4:90 
tWALTONS 
MAGIC   OF   OB.   PAINT 
ING 
BOO 
■ MYSTERY! Rumpok. 01 
Tha Baaay Fkarapokta hapaa of 
rsaaarsg ■ baud caaa and uataaig 
hra national debts ara thraatanad 
by Judge B Jkngham  IRI y 
8 STAR SEARCH Guests 
Koof and tha Gang 
■ STATtOWARY ARK 
R9PN1   NFL   GAME   OF   THE 
trot of the protect 
8 DON CHERRY S GRAPE 
VINE 
8   SMALL    WONDER   V«k. 
he s faaahr  accsnid 0* breaking 
ha mother s teapot 
EaPNI COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
Kentucky at I case-ana State Awe) 
BOO 
■ ■ AkRWOl F Whan Ar 
cfangai disappears Heavbe and 
Santa- turn to a paychrc (Cathy 
Cannonl  to hasp them  r—xj  the— 
m.iung mentor 
■ NHL HOCKEY Wlrtnapsg 
Jst t at Toronto Mapts I eert Baal 
■ GIMME A BREAK Know 
aig it w* be drmcutt to lay good 
bye to Nad Addy hopes to keep 
har plans to relocate a aecret bom 
her beat band 
■ WORLO SERBS Game 
One eve bom home head of Amer> 
can League champ-an 
■ MOV* ***H ''Cepbeti 
Newman MO 119831 Gregory 
Pack. Tony Curtra An Army pay- 
chatrntt becomes enormously 
derkceted to hai pabanti 
■ COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Mcr-gen at krwe ll-va) 
■ MOV* ** H The Great 
Dm Patch (1848) OOM*B 
O'Keafe. GM Rueaal A champ-*, 
racehorse pro-ee to be m ayapaa- 
laan to rti proud osanars 
0:30 
8  FACTS OF   LIFE  Admesa 
SUNDAY 
OCTOBER 20. II 
MCRNsNO 
    1IRW  
OSWTTCHBACK 
■ DAY OF DISCOVERY 
■ NOVA 
■ DUKES OF HAZZARO 
■ WORKING WOMEN 
10:30 
■ NORTH COAST MAGA- 
ZINE Feature* s not at tie 
Soepe - who ara rta haroaa and 
heromes and what a tha future of 
rheger-eof TV 
"| ONE ON ONE 
I 13 REPORTS 
I PCRB. IN THE PITS An. 
mated A Htta boy travels to Haa. 
boar Lend tff hat. onfy to be 
caught a. Rarnbow Brrtt a bents 
with tha asd characters Murky 
Ossmafandlurky Q 
■ PRESENTE 
IIOO 
I THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP    FOR   SHUT 
Share Sole featuraig Daemon 
al blues sung by Brother John Sef 
■art     a   rtsan-onry   coat    dances 
Fever   Swamp       Donna   Wood 
•tut a. the lob bakat     Rarnbow 
Round M, Shoutoer 
(ESPN)      MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOLWNAL 
MO 
8   MOV*   ***      The  Gat 
away     M97II  Stave   McOusan 
AS Met Grew 
■ CAPITOL JOURNAL 
ESPN) FISHIN' HOLE 
MO 
■ MOV* *s>* Tha Rare 
Bread 119861 Jamaa Stewart 
Maureen 0 Mara 
■ MOV*t>*"> The hVght 
0> The Gnuhr (1BB8I Cant 
Wee.   Maths-yw 
B AARON COPLAND 
SELF PORTRAIT Aaron Cop 
ends BOth bathday a satuied at 
tha aocumaniary poraaa comb- 
■sg   muascal   performances   wrsh 
rands   and COf- 
Oy   hra   khka-then-perfect   mothw 
and ha bands (Part J of 21Q 
ESPN) BULL RIDING 
MO 
TMCI MOV* • • 1 Echoes 
y A Summer (19761 P—hard 
Mama Joda lost* A lerrteraey 
8 17 yea otd gai graaa har au- 
aron Mad lather and har bkneky 
datwmawd mother the courage to 
accept her late    PG 
6:30 
CBS NEWS 
HOTLINC 
WORLD     SCR*8   Game 
tve bom Amwican league 
crty   Note   Stertaaj tana may be 
changed to 8 00 p m EOT 
8 WOOOVVRrGHT 8  SHOP 
Matng an mfent s rodung cradkr 
7:00 
IB SO MINUTES 
FRAOGLE    ROCK   Gunga 
hnds that tame and power couM 
coat han ha bast band y 
I PUNK Y 8NREWSTER (J 
WONOERWORKS Oeepue 
a race! nonce bom tha factory 
Konrad a parfactty happy rath tha 
uneuitabla envworararvi created 
by ha Haa- than -perfect momar 
andhabanda <Part2of2)Q 
8 FAME Laroy laces s 
crammed schedule whan he cares 
tor ha B-year-oM naoe avho a 
nves unespeciedhr M ha door 
8 * WALK -THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BUI 
MOYERS The 30 Second 
freedom A look at the impact of 
sdvatismg on Amercan cuttae 
•rKtuCtng loot age of an aiiervsew 
with the Una Roaaar Reeve t who 
worked on pobtice) spots lor 
DwightO Eaanhowa iRig 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7 SO 
B     BEACHCOMBERS    No 
takes tha Pwsepnona out to see 
i
i 
INS 
:: 
30T 
MO' 
8. 
the   pubbcatron    of 
teatunng beefcaka  photoa of tha 
ammtaam  Q 
OlOO 
■ ■  MOV*     Agatha Chra- 
bl'l     13   Al   Dinner IPrwtvarSl 
Peter   Ustaro*     Faye   Dunaway 
tsarevkt Poaot aana forces wrttt * 
Soodand Yard avapector to unravel 
the mystery behrnd a Brrtrah lurd t 
murder Q 
8 GOLDEN GaRLS Dorothy s 
beau shows more than a paaaaig 
r 
TOV 
8' 
rTMC)    MOV*    •**       Nght 
Moves     (18761  Gene  Haokman. 
Janmter     Wsnan.     A    privets   aye 
head to locasa tha daughter  of a 
•"tangled  a.   a   web   of   aitxigue 
w.th s Meyen emugghng ra-g    '■ 
B30 
B 227 Mary hapaa so rsraitekie 
her  mamaga  by   arranging  a re 
10:00 
| HUNTER A worn 
aaJBa •other 
rras to make d look aa 4 a wars a 
swede   Robert RodkaaB. Donan 
Lop—ito guest star 
B EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
MRVTCE 
10:18 
B     MOV*      *•• Betas 
Hymn 11867) Rook Hudson 
Martha Hyer A gantkt chawaan a 
ataa lo daspal hra gusTy feekngt 
and become a nuktay hero duratg 
World Wall 
10:30 
8 COLLEGE F<-OT»ALL Pur 
dua at Ohro Saaka 
I Or 48 
iTMa    HEART    OF    MOLLY- 
VVOOO 
IKIOS INCORPORATED 
A WALK THROUGH THE 
2 M CENTURY WTTH BEL 
YERS 
I WRESTLING 
TONY BROWNS JOUR- 
NAL 
111* 
\ FACE THE NATION 
■tETCMCS     OF     OUR 
WN 
| SUNDAY MASS 
THIS  WEEK  WTTH  DA- 
VtOBRINKLEY 
■ MARKET TO MARKET 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
TMO     MOV*     *##    ' 10 
19791 Dudley Moore. Bo Derek 
APTERNOON 
12:00 
■ SPORTSCENTER TOOAY 
Heats Casey Cofcsman John Ta 
■ch and Greg Prustt Covaags of 
coaaga and hash echoes footbel 
end   I   took    at    I 
■  MEETING   PLACE  Father 
John ROM   am n ataa  at  aanapaa 
bom St   Jonph a Rotaan cemoac 
i k. Etknonson Aha 
lEARLEBRUCE 
I MEET THE PRESS 
NEWTON'S APPLE (See 
Pi omasa)  Faeal  racomttuc- 
nen    lacf-uquaa     reveal    what 
Dead Eamaet'' looked «ks   svhy 
renbowe  am  curved   how  pop 
eom pope   Bettwrg a baby hajpo 
EBPNI FISHING Arthur Sm.it. 
K-g Mat*ara> Tovrnament bom 
Myrtla Beach S C  ("I 
3 30 
EBPNI    BILL    DANCE    OUT- 
DOORS 
4:00 
■  MOV*   ***      The N-ght 
Thai Piracked Amanca     (19761 
V* Morrow  PaulShenar 
B      SPORTSWCCKCND 
SchacMad     Rcahman a    baema- 
eonal hone 'ace kve bom Wood- 
bare Reeeaeck a. Toronlo 
B  NFL   FOOTBALL  Regroraf 
covwrg.   of   New   York   Jets   at 
New England Pet/rots or  Seattle 
ILraM 
8 CAPITOL JOURNAL 
(ESPN)      TRAPSHOOTING 
Jecka  Stewart t  Caksbwy   Ch* 
Mnge horn Scotland 
(TMO     MOV*     •**>       Sap 
Shot    11977) Paul Newman   M> 
cheat On ft een 
4:30 
8 CSS SPORTS SPECIAL 
America a Marathon Sieve 
Jonas Bob da Caateka Canoa 
lopes Joan Senort and Rosa 
Mote aa some of the erortde top 
■ 10th annual race bom Chrce- 
B MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
ESPNI   TRUCK   ANO   TRAC- 
TOR PULL IR) 
BOO 
ILANO ANOSEA 
■ LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Joan 
Cokrna a. Europe a tour of London 
with Emma Serrano and Tneten 
Roger!     Pa   Enfkah   homes   o* 
aig the boat   1 or na Kenwady guest 
ajaap 
■ SAVER SPOONS Raft and 
hat lather ague oast Ra» a aftso 
tor a new board game 
BOO 
■ ■ MURDER. SHE 
WROTE What scheduled to 
rece-nr an honorary degree Jeee> 
ca naaaiigtet two corrtasaioi'is 
10 tha murder ol a code as stu- 
dent 
■ MOVIE ** • teaac 
l«nefeathers 119841 Lou Jacab. 
Scon Hytanda An Amancan hvov 
an boy t struggle wrth rerun prai- 
-efcee a eeeed by ha biandaha. 
with a kavd otd Jawah man Q 
■ AMAZING STORKS 
Alamo   Jobs      Kaay  Reno  and 
Wafcam Boyett Mar 
■ ■ NATURE (Season Pram 
are! Triggered by torreniaf rams 
the dr emetic reganaratron of plant 
and anaruH kfa on Kenya t 
drought so<k en Tsaso ple-vt a 
caraarvad Q 
■ PUTTIN' ON THE MITS 
LO synced randrticais o> ate and 
Tata Tumor a Goodbye So 
Long the Blue Brothers Rub 
bar Basest     and  the Ewrythmas 
Sweat 0" earns 
ESPN) FASHION ACTION 
REPORT FALL 86 
(TMO MOV* *** 10 
11979) Dudksy Moore Bo Derek 
A aucceaaful aonowntar cM 
(urbed about reactang m-k*a age 
decaiat to chase after a beautiful 
B-l on her way lo her wedrkng 
R 
MO 
■ ALFRED HITCHCOCK 
PRESENTS Jasaa Dean IBarbe 
ra Haraheyl a hypnotned on Iha 
wmesa stand lo hnd out why she 
Lewd her huabend 
■ WHArS HAPPENING 
NOW1I 
ESPN) NHL HOCKEY Ph-edei 
phaj    Fhan    at    Crucago    Bhtcfc 
Hasrks Awe) (Subject to blackout) 
BOO 
■ ■ CRAZY LIKE A FOX A 
wresikng promote (Vera Make) 
leer* that an unknown tartorni n 
plotting lo bsow up her  auction 
BMOV* ■ Oream Of Aertna 
IS Yaera later IPrarraarel Barb* 
ts Eden  Wayne Rogers   Jeanne a 
DS-W 
fntwatle 
8 WAR   A COMMENTARY 
BY GVtfYNNC DYER An esam 
aieoon ol theprofiiaioruji srade. 
snd ihe meant used by tha career 
ofhear to man tea, hra rraMary or- 
geniretion t attitudes and ha own 
Bat ill q 
8 FIRING LINE     A Reeactna 
Look at Sta Wars    NASA t Rob 
8   FAME  Aa  Grant a  ( 
ABaru    dance     niiiimt.    Laroy 
(Gam Anthony Ray) a gnan the 
achocf mueatej 
■ NOVA An saamaajtran of the 
tgpTIIlM agricultura lechnceo 
aaa bang uead to deielop tough 
er crop tea-vs Q 
IMO 
NPL TODAY 
LOS 
RTRAiTS 
ADAM BBBTTH-S MONEY 
sues wrth phyerca proaaeaort Han 
ry   W    Kendal   (aMT)    and   Kurt 
Gonbrad IComaSI  (Part ■ of 21 
ESPN) AUTO  RACING World 
Chernpronahet figure  Eight  com 
i "JJ      oMarM-s-wAae 81)g 
threatant her ottar aaa happy 
merrage ,„ astronaut Tony Nel 
son □ 
■ Oj MASTFRP*CE THE- 
ATRE The Last Pace on Earth 
(Season Pram-are) Tha race to Iha 
South Poet begest a> 1807 aa 
Royal Navy Cepten Robert Falcon 
Scott IMartm Shawl and 
Norwegian esplorer Roald 
Amundsen ISserre Anka Outdel) 
pubbcty announce the- goats 
(Pan 1 of 81Q 
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